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editorial
Monash, like Orpheus, is emerging from the underworld of amorphic and apathetic
thought. There is becoming apparent a distinctly defined trend of opinion,
both in students and staff at Monash. We feel that it is a healthy trend, that we
are becoming a vital University . Perhaps it is because we are a young
institution that the nature of this movement tends to be against conventional and
traditional values . That is the values that have become traditional and
conventional without any apparent thought to their inherent validity. The spirit of
scepticism can be a dangerous one when it is a thoughtless doubting of
anything and everything . But it can be valuable when it is a rational questioning
of the motives of governments and societies. We believe that this spirit that
is gradually emerging at Monash is of this latter, constructive variety. There is a
strong, though still small, core of those who refuse to sacrifice their integrity
to the demands of a society that in their opinion is based on a set of invalid first
principles. They are not afraid to protest when they see that injustice has
been committed, they are not afraid to voice their disgust with the state of the
world in which they live, and they are willing to offer rational alternatives.
Let us face it. The old world must give way to the new. It is reassuring to be
confronted with evidence that suggests that the new world might yet also
be brave. This comment applies not only to the social and political trends of the
Monash thinking body, but also to the extent of cultural awareness which we
have attained. We are not merely patting ourselves on the back. We are
simply remarking on the emergence of a way of thought which is distinctively
Monash. We have not selected for publication those articles which bear out this
theory. It is surprising that so many of them evince the same signs of
dissatisfaction with accepted ideas, and the same emphasis on the necessity for
change, whether it be political, social or cultural change . This is not merely
coincidence . At present the Monash spirit is barely on its feet. As far as we
can tell, the evidence of its existence contained in this meqazin« is the first of its kind.
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Our age faces great problems. In the
present century we have been and still
are faced with the problem s of recurring
economic crisis, inflation, socialism
versus a market economy, ruthless
dictatorships, economic development,
food surpluses, racial conflict, and war.
All ages are ages of transition. But in
our time, change has tended to be
speeded up. And the development of
physical science has produced weapons
of great deadliness.
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In response to these challenges, some
people have suggested that we turn away
from scientific pursuits. But we do not
need less science. We need more science.
The sciences which may help us to
alleviate or even solve some of our
problems are the social sciences. These
sciences consist of the dis ciplines of
economics,
psychology, anthropology,
sociology, and perhaps, even philosophy.
Each of these disciplines can provide
intellectual satisfaction to a student
pursuing knowledge for its own sake. The
additional satisfaction of the possibility
of contributing to a solution of some of
the world's problems can make the study
of these disciplines even more satis
factory. And each of these disciplines can
be used to supplement the others.
The problem of recurring economic
crises faces the industrialized market
economics of the world . There is some
reason to suppose that the Mises 
Hayek Theory of the cause of the trade
cycle is a sound one. This theory sug
gests that the cause of the cycle is
ideological. It is due to the belief that an
expansion of the money supply, and a
lowering of interest rates below the level
they otherwise would have attained is a
path to genuine prosperity. This view is
held by most businessmen, politicians,
and by almost every section of the com
munity in modern society. This trade
cycle-causing
belief
resembles,
in
many ways, the belief in magic which is
often found in non-literate societies. The
social anthropologist who studies small ,
non-literate societies, very often in great
detail, can help the economist. In
modern society, much wealth is held in
the form of money. Money itself comes
to be identified with wealth and pros
perity. So, to increase wealth and pros
perity, increase the money supply, is the

expressed or implied belief. People who
hold this belief seem to feel no need for
causal explanation. They tend to mistake
identification for explanation. They en
deavour to produce desired, and avoid
undesired things and events, by manipu
lating objects associated with them.
They tend to accept any chance associ
ation as a means of controlling the
course of events. They accept untested
associations of nearness in space or time
or of likeness as influencing each other.
After this, because of this; near this,
because of this; and like this, because of
this - these are their rules for producing
desired and avoiding undesired results.
They tend to follow untested associations
received from others or which occur to
them . The magician in a non-literate
society makes a likeness of that which
he desires to occur, such as a buffalo
bleeding from a wound. The magician
and the believer in credit expansion feel
no need for causal explanation.
In addition to causing the trade cycle ,
this belief in credit expansion causes
price inflations. The twentieth century
has witnessed some of the most severe
inflations ever recorded.
Industrial unrest in modern societies
is often caused by a similar type of
reasoning . Many people who refuse to
resort to causal explanation of economic
affairs believe that the improvement
which has occurred in the last century
or so in the conditions of wage earners
is an achievement of trade unions and
of various legislative measures. Stan
dards of living have risen. Trade unions
have increased in numbers and in
power. Legislation has increased. Public
Opinion believes , therefore, that the
increase in standards of living is due to
the activities of trade unions, and to
governmental industrial legislation. This
belief, which is similar philosophically to
the beliefs of the magician in a non
literate society has made trade unionism
popular. As people think that they owe
their high standard of living to trade
unionism, they condone more violence,
coercion and intimidation on the part
of unionised labor than they otherwise
would.
Max Weber, the sociologist, has made
an important contribution to the debate
between believers in socialism and
9

believers in a market economy as to
which is the better form of social
organization , Weber, M., "Theory of Social
and Economic Organization", London,
Hodge. 1947.
He suggests that nat ional calculation
is not possible in an economy where the
material means of production are in the
exclusive control of the organized com
munity. Economists, Professor Mises and
Hayek, and Lord Robbins have expanded
the argument. The distribution of avail
able resources between different uses is
the economic problem which a socialist
or a market economy has to solve. The
price mechanism brings about some
sort of a solution in a market economy.
The cent ral planning committee of a
completely socialized economy have no
market prices of producer goods to guide
them . These market prices would tend to
correspond to relative scarcities of the
means of production. The central plan
ning committee of a socialist economy
could not calculate whether the execu
tion of a project would add something to
the wealth available without lowering
the satisfactions of wants which they
consider more important. This problem
caused concern in National Socialist
Germany after the price f ixing legislation
of November 26th, 1936. Eucken, W., "On
the Theory of the Centrally Administered
Economy", Economics, May, 1948: August,
1948, London.
Since 1917, in the Soviet Union, with
its varying degrees of socialization of
the material means of production, the
problem has been the subject of many
speeches by both Stalin and Khrushchev.
Professor Liberman, of Kharkov, is grap
pling with this problem at present.
The impossibility of economic calcu
lation under complete socialism would
tend to suggest that the way to avoid an
authoritarian society is to rely more
increasingly on the impersonal process of
the market as a means of social
co-ord ination.
The study of small groups in large
modern societies, which has been the
pursuit of many sociologists, may help
us to understand why relatively small
groups can put successful pressure on
governments to pass laws favouring
10

them at the expense of the general wel
fare. Manufacturers can have tariffs and
quotas placed on competing goods from
other countries. Relative ly small groups
of farmers in modern societies can
persuade governments to attempt to
check the effects of changing economic
tastes , prosperity and improved tech
nology. They can enforce "parity" pr ices
for the commod ities they sell. These
"parity" prices are above the level the
unhampered market would have deter
mined. Relative overproduction of these
commodit ies is caused by this policy.
The government often buys the com
modities at " parity" prices, and store s
them. Sometimes it gives these com
modities away. At other times, it destroys
them.
Economic development has been the
concern of social scientists, in modern
times at least since Adam Smith's
"Wealth of Nations". The social anthro
pologist with his knowledge of non
literate societies may help to westernize
those non-literate people who desire to
im itate
Western
European
nations.
Other native peoples are being forced
into a western pattern. The shocks of
qu ick change in a society may be less
ened by the application of scientific
anthropological knowledge. Two of the
many obstacles to economic develop
ment may be mentioned: Hirschmen, A.
0 ., "The Strategy of Economic Develop
ment", New Haven, 1960. One of these
is the group - focused image of change.
This often occurs in a static, community
centred type of society. People's roles
in this type of society have changed
little over the decades. Unusual activity
tends to be deterred. This group-focused
image creates problems if a rich country
attempts to hasten economic develop
ment by establishing a community ven
ture. If there is the belief that the ven
ture will result in some individuals gain
ing short-run advantages over the re
mainder of the group, the venture may
well fail. Another image working against
development is the ego-focused image
of change. Anthropologists have sug
gested that this occurs in some Latin
American societies. This tends to occur
in poor and stable societies which are
not very close ly integrated. Some eco
nomic progress often leads a person with
an ego-focused image to change to be-
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Iieve that he can benefit himself at the
expense of society.
Success is believed to be due entirely
to luck or to scheming. Lotteries tend to
be very popular in th is type of society.
The co-operative component of entre
preneurship tends to be neglected. Eco
nomie development is retarded. There
are many problems of growth closely re
lated to the above two. The social anthro
pologist may help to answer the ques
tion whether or not the primitive tech
nology, status hierarchies, kinship rela
tions, and social values of a particular
non-literate society are some of the main
factors preventing economic growth.
The relationship of these factors to in
vention and innovation may be studied.
Again, a study by anthropologists of
expensive celebrations and of the rule
of dowries and inheritance in some rela
tively poor societies may show that
potential sources of savings exist, but are
not being used for development. The
role of credit in these societies needs
carefu I study.
Racial tens ion is a problem which
arises in many countries. The United
States has its negro revolution. The
physical anthropologist who studies racial
variation, human evolution, and the
general physical characteristics of man
may be able to lessen tens ions in this
field, as may the sociologist with his
study group activity in modern society.
The sociologist who moves into a city
to study its racial problems - to think,
as it were, like the city's people think 
is merging the techniques of the social
anthropologist with his own. Professor
Hutt (the economist), in discussing
colour injustice in South Africa, suggests
that economic factors have caused colour
prejudice to persist. He suggests that
every repression of the Africans in that
country has been, at the same time, a
repression of free market forces. It has
been necessary for the State to impose
collectionist controls to do this.
The abolition of war is an enormous
problem. Its solution would require the
co-operation of the best intellectua l re
sources available to mankind. Anthro
pologist Malinowski* suggests that war
is made significant and profitable when
one tribe or country can seize another's
territory or wealth. Psychologist Ivan

Pavlov suggests that exact science about
human nature itself will be needed to
abolish war**. The philosopher Lord Rus
sell goes to prison to shock the world
into listening to him. An economist
wouId suggest perhaps that aggressive
nationalism has a large role in causing
modern total war. Aggressive national
ism seems to be the necessary result
of state intervention in business , and of
national planning. Under free trade,
both internal and external, and freedom
of migration, no individual need be con
cerned with the territorial size of his
country. Under the state protective
measures of economic nationalism,
nearly every citizen has a substantial
interest in the size of his country.
State intervention in the economy tends
to foster the spirit of conquest.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies the controversies in Western civi
lization were mainly religious. The next
two centuries were concerned with the
debate about royal absolutism and re
presentative democracy. In our age the
cont roversies are mainly in the social
sciences.

'" Ma li n o w s k i, B . : " F reed om Ho d Civili zation" . P . 282 .
Londo n, 19 47.
*. Pavlov . 1. : " Lect u r e s on Cond iti on ed R eflex es" , V ol.
I. P . 4 1. N e w Yo r k . 1928 .
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Denis Davison
My colleague, Professor Snood, and I recently announced the astonishing discovery
of unpublished letters by the late Barchester Flintlock, the poet, whose death at an early
age in 1935 caused profound regret in literary circles here and in Pitcairn Island
(where most of his volumes were published and issued from a private hand-press). As a
prelude to the publication of his correspondence, I venture to give a brief account of the
extraordinary 'detective work' which was involved in running to earth these missing works
from his astounding pen. I confess to a feeling of excitement as I reveal the various stages
of our search, which occupied us for over fifteen years - years, however, well-spent in the
service of scholarship.
Our first clue was an anonymous postcard sent to us from Cambridge (the sister univer
sity to our own) with the cryptic message: 'Try the Shetland Islands - Flintlock was there.'
To the professional scholar this was a call to duty - and to adventure - and Professor Snood
and I duly cancelled our holidays, arranged, respectively, for Cannes and Venice, and set off
north at the beginning of the long vacation. (Here I must pause and add a tribute to Mrs.
Snood and my wife, who, without demur, sacrificed our company on their Continental vacation
and allowed us to proceed to the Shetlands. Without such willing, but rarely publicized, intel
lectual co-operation, many literary ventures would, I fear, come to naught.)
I will not hide the fact that the first month spent learning Gaelic for fourteen hours
a day was somewhat tedious, for we were anxious to commence our research. At last, how
ever, we were able to start. Unfortunately, aIthough we enquired at every house and hut
on the islands, spent many evenings crawling through dusty attics with candles, and inter
viewed the local peasantry with meticulous care, our efforts were destined to be fruitless.
Still, as Professor Snood insisted in his broadcast from Glasgow at the end of our trip, to the
scholar a negative result is as valuable as a positive one, since it helps to narrow the future
field of investigation.
Strangely enough, just before the next long vacation, another anonymous postcard arrived
from London. This time I thought that I recognized the handwriting as being that of a former
student of mine at Oxford, whom, I regret to say, I had had to fail in Old English and Gothic.
This message read simply: 'Go to Halifax.' Once more, with the kind consent of our wives,
Snood and I turned our steps to the north.
Flintlock is, of course, an uncommon name, and we were able to trace without difficulty
the comparatively few people who might have been relations of his. Our trail led, this time,
to quite a variety of places, for example, to Mr. 'Beefy' Flintlock of the 'Cock and Fiddle',
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who displayed little interest in our investigations (possibly because Snood and I are strict
abstainers); to Sir Ralph Flintlock, unhappily sojourning with his young Italian bride at Madeira;
to Mr. J. D. Flintlock, Inspector of Sewers, who was available only during working-hours;
and to Miss, or perhaps Mrs., 'Girlie' Flintlock, who, when visited at her rather dingy flat,
demanded for some unascertainable reason to see our 'police cards'. This palpable error of
identification gave Snood and myself much cause for quiet mirth after our return, again
empty-handed, from that provincial city of industry.
It is unnecessary to relate the similar details concerning our work, which continued for
the next decade, except to add that our field of enquiry was now being considerably narrowed.
Due to Snood's broadcasts and my newspaper articles our 'hunt' for the. missing letters was
arousing considerable interest, and suggestions for further investigations began simply to
pour in. In, I think, every case the communications were anonymous, or signed with obviously
pseudonymous names, which causes me here to reflect, with some pride, on the admirable
modesty of English scholars. I hope I am not being insular or old-tasbioned when I compare
this self-effacing co-operation advantageously with the somewhat egocentric tendencies of
some of our American colleagues.
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Suffice it to state that the last stage of our quest led us to a district in Birmingham
in search of an establishment for the sale of certain popular foodstuffs, where Flintlock
had once resided before he left for Pitcairn Island. Our information did not indicate the
preclse address, and so we were forced to hire a taxi and make a round of all the likely
places. Interviewing the managers or owners of these enterprises was,' we found, a trifle
difficult without making at least a token purchase of one of the two 'edibles on sale, and
by 9.30 one evening last March, after eighteen unsuccessful calls, our appetite for further
enquiries was slackening. In tactIt was with noticeable reluctance that Snood approached the
nineteenth counter to demand a modicum of pommes de terre frites. Judge, therefore, our
mutual surprise when the purveyor in question, a stoutish, red-haired gentleman, of fierce
appearance, began to wrap up the purchase in what was obviously torn-up sheets of note
paper, covered with a, to us, familiar handwriting. Here were the missing documents we had
searched for in vaill in the Shetlands, Halifax, the Isle of Wight, Romney Marshes, liver
pool Left Luggage Office, the summit of Snowdon, and inside the mechanism of Big Ben.
Our scholarly helpers had indeed been wide of the mark!
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With tense excitement Snood snatched up the pile of papers, and began automatically
arranging them in chronological order, as far as their divided state would allow, while I
felt for some coppers to give the shopkeeper in exchange for his 'wrapping-papers'. Here,
however, we struck a snag. The irate gentleman was plainly suspicious that we should have
stepped out of a cab and offered to buy his scraps of old papers, and furthermore he informed
us that he had that evening run out of newspaper (his usual wrapping material) and could
not possibly allow us to take more than a single sheet requisite to hold what we had just
purchased. He was so adamant about this that finally Snood and I were obliged to buy the
remainder of the night's 'fry' (as the technical term is) in order to procure the precious
documents. This indeed was not too great a price to pay, as the reader will judge when he
peruses the extracts from the letters which we shall shortly publish.
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But a further difficulty, or rather, embarrassment, was in store. The shopkeeper,
though stubborn and lacking any substantial interest in belles lettres, was nevertheless
astoundingly honest - or appeared to be so. Having accepted several pounds for his
stock, he insisted that we take it away with us. It turned out later that he assumed,

ithout difficulty
lied, this time,
;k and Fiddle',
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.

by our manners and accents, that we were inspectors from the Ministry of Food, and
he was concerned lest he should be tricked into making a dubious commercia! contract
which would land him into trouble. We would not of course permit him to wrap up
our somewhat unmanageable purchase in the valuable documents, and eventually Snood
and I were forced to take off our raincoats and allow them to be filled with what I
have ever si nee regarded as an unattractive form of nourishment. Our raincoats were
however spared the addition of the usual accompanying condiments.
Our humiliating journey back in the taxi can be imagined, and our arrival at my
hotel, accompanied by a motley assembly of cats and dogs, which suddenly appeared
from adjacent gardens, is not one which I need recall in any great detail. Certainly, I
would not care to relive again those anxious moments when we traversed the lounge,
the dining hall and the kitchen, still followed by a few determined animals, and arrived
safely at the garbage receptacles.
However, the discomforts of the evening, and indeed the disappointments of an
arduous fifteen years' research were soon forgotten as, next day, Snood and I set to
work and restored order to the correspondence we had rescued, so to speak, from a
sticky fate. In fact, as I remember, the whole affair ended on a hilarious note, for we
were both extremely amused to find that, during our absence, a postcard had arrived
from one of our faithful co-workers, bearing what we now knew to be useless, though
well-meant, advice. 'Try the bottom of Lake Windermere.'
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Or ioly pye (/ may nat teften half,
I woot right wei, of his comparisounsJ,
Yeveth anonright youre opiniouns,
In prose or ryme, as touchyng this matere,
And eek for Goddes love writeth clere .
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PERIOD PIECE

Looke how the jocund Sunne
That climbs the Skye,
With his Imperious Eye
Makes the black Shaddowes Westward runne
His Beames to shunne.
But the brave Marigold
And the Sunne-Flowre
Shrinke not, nor close, nor cower,
But stand up, Captaine-like and bold
Till Night them fold.
So, when my Love appeares,
As Phoebus bright
Apparelled in Light,
Straight my unworthie Heart arreares,
Prompted by Feares.

D. C. MUECKE

But my Fidelitye
And golden Hopes
Like those bold Heliotropes
Gaze up at her else-daunting Eye
And Live therebye.
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DEBATE OVERHEARD

MAL

(A post pre-Raphaelite poem)

NATURE:

This woman's mine. See how I made her lovely!
Lovely indeed! A rose to wonder at!
But lovers' Janes have many such sweet roses.

NURTURE:

This gentle lady then I claim for mine,
Gentle and comely, chaste, exact in judgement.
Oh coarse and common generation, see
What you have made of decent English phrases:
No words remain to match her qualities.

GRACE:

If 'queenliness' remains then must I claim her;
I know what tiny kingdom calls her queen,
Loves and a little fears that regal spirit.

TIME:

There is no living creature but is mine.

Pan
The

A c

His
Hav

Utt~

Wou

His
Wha
His
Wou
To ~

Warn

A crt
If you could see, blind Time, you would not claim her.

TIME:
LOVE:
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No eyes so bright but fade, no eyes so bright,
No mind so true but fails, no heart so loving,
No queen so loved but leaves her world forsaken.
But Love a little longer keeps what Time has taken.

Jesu~
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But ~
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Once
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Be pi
And I

MALE ·AND FEMALE CREATED HE THEM

Panny, myoid goat, is dead at last.
These are his bones; this was his green hill.
A college of crows has fed upon
His flesh. Hail and the clean wind
Have washed and tumbled him;
Utterly humbled him
Would you not say?

Iy!

is .

But look, his eye!
His eye jerks in the socket still,
Whally and yellow, betokening still
His capering, capricious mind and kind.
Would it not be as well
To bury him, say I?

,hrases:

ar:

II

Warmed, on one side, by her beating blood
A cross lay waiting in a narrow pass:
Jesus the Jouster, in eighteen-carat armour,
Watched for Pyrochles and his black Occasion,
For bold 5ansloy, for Braggadochio.

t claim her.

But being this time a conscript, chained indeed,
Though lightly, to his Errant Damosel,
His mind was elsewhere; and his heart misgave him
That here once more defeat was predetermined,
Once more above the tumult would be heard
"Barabbas!". And he himself, the peace-disturber,
Be put away as soon as kissing started
And hung perhaps on a convenient nail.

I.

aken.
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VIOLETS
AND THE
STORM
HAM ISH BOYNE-ANDERSON

ON AN ABANDONED STOCK-ROUTE
Walking in the hills, I met an old man .
The blood was black in his hair,
Dirt on his face showed where the tears ran.
I should have asked, had I been a man:

Old father, under a wife's or a child 's care
Are you? He would have said:
My wife? J forget. My child is dead.
Or rich. I forget. I had money,
Some thirty shillings. They took it,
A doctor or a lawyer. They were too many;
It was at night; they had sticks.
When I died they buried me naked
And kept the change. It doesn't matter.
His mouth would have creaked shut. His knotted hand
Was one with his staff.
The bark from his legs fell on the bloodied sand.
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The fortress at Koenigsburg rises out
of the ground as if God had created it
when He moulded the earth . The great
grey walls soar sunwards , and the guns
on the battlements scowl out against
the sky. Firm and forbidding, the fort
ress plays the part of guardian to the
city. At the bottom of its gaunt, cold
walls one can see the bleached grave
stones of the Teutonic Knights who
wrested the land from the heathen Siaus.
To the people of Koenigsburg the fortress
is as majestic and awe-inspiring as the
Cathedral, which is the house of God.

IE

The Cathedral does not fit in with the
environment. It stands out against the
solemn sky, and compared to the squat ,
stout fortress, seems to be as frail as
a fairy tale palace. Perhaps the dis
parity between the fortress and the
cathedral is only to be expected, as it
is unreasonable to demand that tem
poral and ecclesiastical edifices compli
ment the same landscape. One was
built for man, the other for God. Both
performed their respective tasks admir
ably. One was ruled by a Captain, the
other by an Arch-Bishop. One provided
employment for the people of the city,
and the other min istered to their spiri
tual appetites. Both build ings justified
their existence, and between them they
dominated the city.

BOYN E-AN DERSON

Captain von Kolberg was the com
mander of the fortress. Athletic and
powerful, he was about thirty-six years
of age. He was a bold man, and tended
to his duties in a true military manner.
His personnel all admired him, but no
one had managed to become intimate
with him. He was polite and courteous,
but that was all. He gave praise where
it was due, and if he had cause to repri
mand anyone, he did so firmly but with
out venom or sarcasm. No one at the
fortress had cause to complain about
the captain, but neither had they reason
to enthuse over him. At best he was
a human machine: you cou ld set your
watch by him. This sort of person is
very much admired by most people, but
no one is ever really anxio us to make
friends with a machine. One never knows
when a machine will break down.

'nd

Perhaps the impersona l relationship
between the capta in and his staff was
a good thing. Affairs at the fortress ran

smoothly; everyone knew his place and
duty, and did not interfere with the duty
of others. The fortress was slowly tak
ing on the guise of a huge machine;
each department was isolated and in
sular, but all the departments contri
buted towards a very efficient whole. In
1913 the fortress of Koenigsburg was
regarded as as the most exemplary
admin istrative college in Prussia. The
captain called his colleagues together
to thank them for their co-operation.
He held a sherry party for his officers
and their wives. The Arch-Bishop sent
the captain a note expressing his fond
felicitations, and in return the captain
donated a new lectern to the cathedral.
The people of Koenigsburg were very
proud of their efficient military com
mander.
The captain was a bachelor, yet he kept
a mistress. She was a well -educated
lady, and was capable of interpreting and
discussing things in a very inte lligent
manner , as well as giving him comfort
and affection. He had known her for
five years. At first he had only wanted
the physical contact, the long kiss and
the warmth in his bed. Yet slowly it
became bigger than mere desire . He
admired her for her good sense and her
mature and practical outlook on life.
They had talked , and had somet imes
touched, on the question of marriage , but
were both very cautious about this mat
ter. Both needed the affection and com
fort of the other, but both wanted their
independence. The captain, being a pru
dent man, had decided to think about this
question of marriage once again. He
knew that unless one gets married, one
tends to become bigoted and intolerant,
and as a thinking man he wished to avoid
the unpleasant afflictions. She was the
right woman for him spiritually, emotion
ally and temperamentally. He needed
her, and he knew that she needed him.
He wou ld see her once more, and then he
would propose to her. There was plenty
of time.
The captain's lady lived at Koslin , in a
boarding-house overlooking the cadet
academy. Five weeks had elapsed since
the captain had last contemplated mar
riage, but he had finally decided to ask
her about the matter for once and for all.
Before he left Koenigsburg he told his
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orderly not to worry about the requisition
forms which had arrived from the stores
at Marienberg. "There will be plenty of
time to worry about the forms when I
return," he said. He was really af raid
that the orderly was not competent
enough to fill in a form from the store
centre.
Von Kolberg travelled as far as Elberg.
His conscientious and systematic mind
forced him to return to the fortress and
deal with the forms himself. If he dealt
with the matter himself he knew it would
be done correctly. He was forced to see
in the New Year away from his lady. This
upset him, because everyone else had
company for the festive season.
Finally he left and saw his lady. He
was very tired after his journey, and they
quarrelled bitterly over trifles. His lady
had beautiful eyes, the deep colour of
violets. The captain was upset when they
welled with tears after a peculiarly petty
quarrel. This visit was a misery for both
of them, so he returned to the fortress at
Koenigsburg. On the way home he wrote
to his lady and told her that they had
best th ink seriously about the situation
before they got married. Marr ied life is
not all roses, yet he would trust to her
discretion and judgement and would
come and see her later when time per
mitted.
On his arrival back at the fort both
his horses needed shoeing. He took them
to the forge attached to the stables. The
smith's son, a lad of eighteen, was stand 
ing at the anvil beating out a red hot
piece of metal.
His manly muscles
glinted in the fire glow, and the stench
of sweat permeated the place. The lad
was naked to the waist, and his belly
was knotted in a complicated gear of
muscle . He was very handsome in a
coarse manner, but then he lived after
a coarse fashion.
The captain remembered a piece of
scandal from the barrack rooms. "I hear
you put poor Rachel in the fam ily way":
he smiled at the panting youth. "Yes, Sir,
but I'll be making an honest woman
out of the wench . My father will be
leaving me the business, and then we'll
be all right. If it's a boy, we'll send him
to the cadet academy, Sir ." "I hope it
is a boy, lad. The army will be good for
22

him. Fix these up for me, and then send
them to the stables." As the captain
strode back to the fortress he wondered
about the smith's son. He envied the boy
his youth and happy optimism. The army
would be good for the baby when it got
older, but there was plenty of time to
worry about that later. The baby might
be a girl after all.
The captain checked upon affairs at
the fortress, and after several weeks de
cided to go and see his lady and make
up their quarrel. It was best that they
had quarrelled, as they had seen the
worst of each other before it was too
late - no marriage can last if it is built
up on idealized portraits - this was how
the captain reasoned about the situation.
He knew that he could be very happy
if his lady would accept him. She was
the right woman for him . He was still
sorry about the tears in her eyes - yet
he would make it up to her by being
the model husband.
His lady wrote to him and said that
she wanted to see him as soon as pos
sible as she missed him a great deal.
She said she had some wonderful news
for him.
He packed immediately and gla nced at
the calendar. It was late in July - if he
hurried he could arrive early in August.
He left late in the afternoon. The sun
coruscated on his pickelhaube and patent
boots, and his spurs threw the ir reflect ion
on to the sweet-smell ing fields of rye
and maize. It would soon be evening 
but there was no need to hurry. There
was plenty of time.
The captain never reached his lady. A
storm delayed him , and by the roadside
little clumps of violets wilted in mud
pools.
The captain was forced to ride out
into the storm , but the Arch-Bishop stayed
in his cathedral. I am not sure what the
emperor did.
The captain and the Arch-Bishop both
got very wet, as the elements are no
respecters of people.
This is a pity, because the captain and
the Arch-B ishop were both excellent men;
people respected them very much in
deed.
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My introduction to Indonesia
was an unusu ally gentle one. Instead
of flying straight into Djakart a and
its fragrant excesses of unplanned

captain and
excellent men;
ery much in-
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urban over-population, my entry
was across the border by horse from
Portuguese Timor. That is a fantas
tic place, with its atmosphere of a
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rather seedy 3-D Hollywood Techni
colour remake of a Graham Greene
novel (complete with strutting white
uniformed officials, subservient and
withdrawn natives, and conscript
Portuguese university-radicals full
of anti-clerical fervour and admir
ation for the Indonesian revolu
tion) . We saw almost no women or
children on the streets there, and
those there were, never smiled, but
looked furtive, as if they felt that it
was expected that they should
appear ashamed. Some natives even
bowed or saluted as we rode past in
a jeep. What economic production
there is, is largely maintained by
compulsory native labour (in lieu of
taxes) on teak plantations and else
where, while the Catholic Church is
the only provider of education: (one
High School to about fifth form
standard in Dilli, a large proportion
of whose students are Chinese).
Above all one feels the withdrawn
nature of the people, who had
obviously had it impressed on them
that in the presence of Europeans
they should be seen but not heard.
After this, the vitality and frankness
of Indonesian Timor was over
whelming.
Wherever we went, my compan
ion and I were greeted with that
natural warmth and friendliness
which those who know the Indon
esian people love. There was the
village speech-night we attended,
where the inevitably long and occas
ionally political speeches blended
unashamedly with a lack of inhibition
about making a fool of oneself on
stage by trying to dance or sing,
creating a natural balance of ten sion
and relaxation. There were the
crowds of children - to us younger
looking than their actual age - who
followed us everywhere, crowding
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round the doors and windows when
ever we visited anyone, saying "good
morning" at any time of day, and
being irrepressibly rude in a way no
Javanese would tolerate for five
minutes from his children. There
was the Chief of Police of Kefe
mananu, an inland provincial centre,
a dark and handsome Protestant
Sumbawan, with his intelligent and
witty Moslem West Javanese wife,
and eight polite but delightful chil
dren - the eldest named Ernest,
after Hemingway. (In Kupang, the
provincial capital, the Chief of
Police is also the President of the
S.R.C. at the local University.)
There was much that was annoy
ing in Eastern Timor. The roads
were bad, the bridges un mended
since the war, the paper-bureaucracy
vastly overstaffed and inefficient,
and we filled in enough forms and
got enough little bits of paper to
carry round to make an Australian
University Registrar green with envy.
It is impossible to make that journey
across the Timorese border without
realizing how comparatively peri
pheral these things are compared
with human dignity and "freedom to
be free" (to use Sukamo's phrase.)
Any colonial system is poisonous.
Whether in East Europe or the
Congo, India, Indo-China or Indon
esia, it reduces whole peoples to the
status of ranks of pawns, manipu
lated by the shifting tides of circum
stances in the metropolitan country,
usually with no relationship of cul
ture or social values with the manipu
lated. Such remote-control jerking
around of a complete society is, in
the long run (and the Dutch were in
Indonesia 300 years), far more
debilitating than any local despotism,
however fierce. Especially in the
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Netherlands Indies , where Dutch
legends of the gallant dyke-flooders
defying the mighty
Spaniards
mocked those who became familiar
with their rulers' history, such an
experience can build up a potential
for complete rejection of all the
overlords claim to stand for, espe
cially the foreign-imposed system of
order (the pax Britannica, or Hol
landia, as the case may be). These
tensions are different in kind and
form from those which have plagued
Europe for centuries. For Euro
peans, while detesting tyranny by
their neighbours, have generally
accepted that this tyranny is that of
an equal over another ,-- Germany
humiliated France in 1870, the tables
were turned in 1918, and again in
1940. If Austria and Russia in turn
dominate Hungary, it is felt to be
because of military and numerical
superiority, but not (except in a half
hearted and scarcely-believed way)
because of an absolute right to rule
or guide inferiors.
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Once European supremacy had
been effectively challenged by the
Japanese it was doomed, for it had
always been based on a lie - and
when enough Indonesians no longer
believed that they need bow to the
Dutch, the lie crumbled. In the
progressivist post-war world, enough
Westerners recognized this to even
tually force the Dutch reluctantly to
do so too . But old myths, like old
imperialists, die hard, and are bol
stered by temporary reality. The
continued obvious technical super
iority of the West encouraged a
patronising attitude to new nations,
and in the case of Indonesia caused
continual Western interference of a
sort unimaginable in reverse. A
nation which rightly regards its
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position in S-E Asia as analogous to
that of the United States in North
America found herself regarded by
the Dutch, the British, the Ameri
cans and (after 1949) the Australians
like a blown-up banana republic.
The claim to West Irian was super
ciliously ignored, sales of the simp
lest military equipment refused, and
rebel-movements were sponsored
by the C.I.A. as if Indonesia were
some East-Asian Guatemala.
In many colonies this potential
for emotional rejection of everything
connected with the foreigner was not
fulfilled, since the ruling classes who
would have led this rejection were
won over culturally (though not
politically) by the foreigners and
then managed to wrest political inde
pendence without a long and bloody
armed struggle. Any social dis
satisfaction was then directed at
them rather than the former rulers,
who if still present faded into the
background as "advisers". The
archetype of this development was
India, a less vast and therefore more
comprehensible case, Malaysia. Like
an irritation so lessened in intensity
as to seem cured, the remaining neo
colonial influence on the economy
and political structure of the country
is, if not ignored, no longer a source
of inflamed indignation.
(I was shocked at the tremendous
contrast in attitudes towards social
and political matters between stu
dents in Singapore and Kuala Lum
pur and , say, Djakarta and Jog
jakarta. All Malaysian students 
even those so far to the left that they
supported the Indonesians' Crush
Malaysia policy - spoke in the lan
guage and style of West-European
Social Democracy or Marxism. While
bitterly criticising Lee Kuan Yew

for revisionism and ruthlessness
towards the left, their criticism was
of his actions and bias, not his
(basically pragmatist) style. Even
the most radical of them, while want
ing the British bases abolished,
qualified this by saying it mu st be
done gradually to avoid unemploy
ment. Such unrevolutionary caution
would be completely foreign to an
Indonesian nationalist progressive,
for whom the elimination of neo
colonial influence and "keeping on
the rails of the revolution" now
comes before everything, and is
worth any sacrifice by the Indonesian
people.)
Indonesians, however, see the
nadir of neo-colonial treatment and
insults as having coincided with the
period when Western-educated and
inclined politicians were earnestly
attempting to lead the country in
more-or-less Western "text-book"
style. Further, time and time again
Western methods in public life, both
externally and internally proved
ineffective and frustrating.
The
independence struggle against the
Dutch, which only ended when they
were driven out of West Irian three
years ago , is seen in retrospect of
having faltered when reason and
persuasion were used, and to have
succeeded by revolution and con
frontation. The period of multi
party constitutional democracy of
the early fifties accomplished little
in permanent economic achieve
ment, and collapsed in a series of
regional revolts and disillusionment
at loss of national purpose.
Whether or not because of these
events, I felt that the value-judgments
on which Westerners base all their
evaluations of political performance
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and success have, at least for the
moment, ceased to operate. No-one
is impressed or interested in argu
ments about the government's per
formance in administrative skill,
economic management, or long-term
planning. Such things are talked
about, and the words used are taken
from Western vocabularies, but the
emphasis and value put on them is
shifted. The primary aim of politics
and public life is to promote the unity
of the nation and keep it moving, in
which way is never clearly stated.
Symbols and their manipulation
become the stock-in-trade of public
life, and success in this art is the stan
dard against which any man's
achievements are measured.
Seen in isolation in the big cities of
Java, this spirit can repel even a
sympathetic visitor. He sees around
him inefficiency , stridency, and an
apparent obsession with causes and
goals as peculiar as those of, say, Ted
Hill's Communists in Melbourne,
and applying the standards by which
he has learnt to rate public merit
since childhood, is appalled and
condemns. Politics, which influences
all public functions and activities, is
carried out in such a strange twilight
of Newspeak and revolutionary
reality that the Western-orientated
observer is left nonplussed.
This has bred a new style of public
life, a style set by Sukarno's exhor
tations for " revolutionary romanti
cism". The revolutionary spirit can
perhaps be compared in style though
not in kind, to the "school spirit" to
which appeal is made here to hold
together disparate groups, both of
children and old-boys, and which
once inspired Those Who Built the
British Empire. The political world
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which has developed with this elan
has just such an atmosphere, from
the rousing spirit of the " revolution
ary commercials" on the radio, to
the school-sports' atmosphere of a
Jakarta students' political rally.
This said , it is necessary to make
strong qualifications. For much of
the time and many of the partici
pants, all this is a game - a game
one can't avoid playing, and might
but a part-time
even enjoy occupation. The language of the
official propaganda - of struggle
and devotion to the revolution 
demands an all-out commitment,
taking as its model in language and
precept the totalitarians' call for
"everything for the people". But
these values are certainly not deeply
internalised by most people, who in
particular rarely show them if they
meet foreigners , except perhaps for
a few students.
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Thus the bewildering contrast
between the apparent xenophobia
which expresses itself in embassy
sacking and library-burning, and the
continual courtesy shown to foreig
ners in general. Even the American
and British consuls in Surabaja took
pain to emphasize their complete
confidence in their personal safety,
and their lack of fear of harm when
they drive around the city unpro
tected - this in perhaps the "red
dest" city in Indonesia. It is the
symbols of imperialist manipulation
- the consulate building, the USIS
library - which had been attacked,
but not the people themselves. I
myself never had any fears for my
safety, and met no European who
had. The restrictions and checks on
our movements were probably much
less than those of. a long-term Asian
tourist in Australia.
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The other - and more depressing
- aspect of Indonesia is the general
bewilderment about what happens
when the surf-ride is over; when the
people can stand it no longer and
inflation has to be stopped, the cities
housed, and the exploding population
fed. Those that I met - particularly
the intelligentsia - seemed to view
the solving of such problems with
something of the dread of a student
faced with a compulsory essay
whose subject is incomprehensible.
The actual achievements of the new
nation, her real if tenuous unity, her
impressive and respected (if logisti
cally restricted) armies, her near
universal literacy and extensive net
work of universities and schools
(there will have been a university in
Sukarnapura in West Irianfor three
years when the university at Port
Moresby is opened next year) , are
mocked by the cancerous condition
of the economy on which they must
rest.
These real achievements have been
attained in defiance of Western pre
dictions and "text-book thinking" ,
and
as
a
Western-orientated
economy is by definition neo
colonialist,
necessarily
implying
domination, no-one of importance
from any group suggests this as a
solution. Only' the Communists
offer a way out that is creditable and
which everybody knows can work.
It is on this fact - rather than any
vague counting of heads for the
P.K.I. vs. heads for the army - that
predictions of eventual Communist
takeover may be validly based. The
army is too involved in scrambling
for pickings from the status quo to
be capable of leading reform, and
there is no longer any other group
in Indonesia (other than the Com
munists) which could do so.
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I remember well a student leader
we met in Surabaja. A law student
whose. father is a lawyer, he was
very definitely a member of the elite.
His library of political philosophy
and sociology is more extensive and
complete than that of any Australian
student I have met, and he has man
aged to maintain a position of inde
pendent leadership in the cut-throat
world of Indonesian student-politics
- a world in which opposing fac
tions are likely to arrive at the
Annual General Meeting of a
political club armed with revolvers.
Though ideologically a Nationalist,
he has managed to avoid being sub
merged in either of the giant Corn
munist or Nationalist student feder
ations, keeping instead a local politi
cal club (of which he is president)
independent. In general, he is as
successful as anyone could hope to
be in Indonesian student affairs, and
was leading a wide-scale campaign
to "retool" (replace) the local (Com
munist) mayor. He had direct per
sonal links with some of the top
D jakarta cabinet ministers.

enjoyed and was extremely skilful
at the day-to-day mass-politics of
demonstration and counter-demon
stration, he saw no ultimate end to
it. And so, in spite of his brilliance,
he foresaw no way to end the decline
of the economy and the people's
morale - even though he agreed that
this was necessary if, in the long run,
the Communists were not to succeed.

But as he talked to us, I felt he
betrayed a deep alienation from the
direction in which things were
moving - not only policies at the
top , but the way of thought and
action of the people. He had refused
to co-operate in the planning and
execution of the sacking of the USIS
library in Surabaja, as he still has
Oldefo inhibitions about students
who bum books. But he obviously
felt isolated in this stand. He felt
that students, during the seven years
he has been at university, have be
come less reflective , less able to think
for themselves , and more liable to
accept uncritically the mass-leader
ship offered them. And while he

It was, and is, a question impos
sible to answer with certainty, and
not even high PKI officials will,
when speaking frankly, try to do so.
One thing, I think, is certain 
that the Western intervention on one
side in any civil war would be the
kiss of death for the faction aided.
The same would be true of any at
tempts at Balkanization by encour
aging secessionist movements. The
West, particularly Australia, will
simply have to adjust to the fact
that it is no longer able to order
things to its satisfaction in the huge
countries of Asia, however much
"Western security" may be threat
ened by this inability.
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The same nationalism and search
for pride which has caused the
rejection of the West, will eventually
demand that the problem be tackled.
There was no inevitability that
events should take the turn that they
have, and whether things would be
different if Sukarno were less of a
romantic, or if the West had been
less stupid, will never be known. Nor
is there anything certain about the
future. Almost everyone dreads
what will happen if Sukarno goes,
and I was on occasion surprised and
embarrassed to be asked "Do you
think the Communists will take over
here?"
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JOHN RITCHIE
This article purports to be written
with no other intention than raising
some possib le fields of research to the
history student either about to
commence the fourth year of his
honours course or thinking of post
graduate research. It is simply a farrago
of ideas which have crossed my mind
during the past two years. The ideas
are undeveloped. I shall be content
if they prove suggestive. The main
thing is that much work remains to be
done, and the research should prove
exciting.
There is an abundance of subjects
untouched in the intel lectual history
of Australia. Manning Clark has
indicated much in his 1962 Crawford
Memorial Lecture, "Melbourne: An
Intellectual Tradition", reprinted in
the Melbourne Historical Journal,
No.2. One might add to this such
subjects as "The Reception of
John Stuart Mill in Australia"
or "The Reception of Jeremy Bentham
in Australia", or "The Influence of
Nietzsche on Australian Political Thinking
from Christopher Brennan to Norman
Lindsay".
The early period, say to 1842, has
been more thoroughly treated, but many
detailed analyses remain to be
done. Michael Roe's Quest for Authority
in Eastern Australia offers tempting
morsels for further digestion; the
analysis of the ideological forces
of "Conservatism" and "moral
enlightenment" in the infant colonies.
Now that L. L. Robson has debunked,
once and for all one hopes, the myth
of our convict forebears being
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"village Hamdens", scholars ought
to set about the task of tracing what
happened to the convicts after they
arrived at Sydney or Hobart Town.
George Rude in the latest
Historical Studies (No. 44, April, 1965)
has shown a pointer as to how this
might be approached. And, another
field relating to the study of the
Convict era, is the mores of the
convicts. The extent of "reform"
has only been hinted at. There
is much truth in Noel McLachlan's
suggestion that the analysis of convict
criminality by their bourgeois
contemporaries in terms of "moral
destitution" is clearly to miss the
the fundamental point: that their
behaviour was to their own class
normal, traditional and by no means
immoral. The application of the
concepts of sociology, criminology
and penology to the convict era
has been relatively ignored, though one
exception in the latter case warranting
citation is John Barry's The Life and
Death of John Price and Alexander
Maconochie of Norfolk Island. And,
though this may be little more than
a souffle, no one has yet followed up
A. A. Phillips' suggestion in his 1958
Australian Tradition of the contribution
to history and romantic legend of the
irresponsibles of the New South Wales
Corps, the 73rd, 46th and 48th Regiments
of Foot.
The area of Land Selection shows
little chalk upon the slate. Local studies
need more thoroughness. A
comparative study of the problems
associated with establishing three or
four selections in different areas
would be rewarding, as would the
comparative study of the growth or
decline of three country towns. Related
to this, a minor, though important,
history of flour-milling still awaits
the writing, as does a study of
transport problems by road and rail.
K. A. Austin's forthcoming work on
the History of Cobb and Co. in Australia
is an example of what might be done
in the latter bracket. Besides this, there
is the whole field of the ideological
bases of the land selection
legislation, its relation to the ideas of
eighteenth century English theorists,
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Continental idealists and the North
American experiences of Jefferson and
Jackson. The doctrine that the
yeoman farmer was the ideal man
and, the ideal citizen was not only
a convenient shibboleth for the
Australian politician at the hustings
or in the Legislative Assembly .
The concept was implicit in the
thoughts and attitudes of the small
selectors themselves. Why did this
concept never gain the acceptance
and influence that the convict based
myths of the pastoral proletariat
achieved? Why did the Australian
farming middle class never find its
Tom Collins? Willa Cather, Hamlin
Garland and W. A. White perceptively
and movingly examined the small
settlers of the American Prairie States.
Why were their counterparts absent
from the Austral ian scene?
As for the twentieth century,
Weston Bate's work on Brighton
reinforces the need for further
analysis of the question why so many
Australians live in cities, and the nature
of urbanization. The sociology of the
depression and both world wars awaits
a student who might well use a tape
recorder and oral interviewing.
Geoffrey Blainey's company histories
and business studies suggest
research to be done on B.H.P., the
Shipping Companies (Burns Philp),
the Australian Agricultural Company,
Coal Mining, Wool Brokers, and the
whole Pastoral economy. In the field
of Labour History one ought to remember
the extent of virgin territory. There is
really only one academic history of a
Trade Union, Bob Gollan's Coal
Miners of N.S.W. The richness of this
field can be illustrated by the need for
a history of the A.W.U., entailing a
study of utopianism and racketeering,
ideology and pressure groups.
Australia still needs a history of class
structure; and one might also make a
sociological study of the consequences
of the wheat or dairy farm
employing the family over a couple of
generations. Unwritten biographies
abound: personally I look forward to one
on Paterson. And finally, there is the
study of the sociology of sport in
Australia, and of mass entertainment.
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The bottle was empty,
and I'd drained the glass
which roared of the sea
when I put it in my ear.
And I saw sail scurrying, billowing
as it hurried across the sea;
and I heard gulls shrieking
as they soared hungrily.
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In a stupor there I lay
with the glass pre ssed to my ear
listening to it say what it said.
Moments of nothin g, moments of calm
relaxed my tired arm
and I knew at last that I was right.
But then the wind would wh ip the water
to a fren zied fur)A
pulsating like an epileptic in a fit
unti l I scre ame d the horror of a thou sand
hungr y gull s
preparing to attack the helpless man upon
the bea ch
But I co uldn't move my arm
and the g lass closed tight about my ear,
a red-ringed smear,
impressed upon the right side of my head.
So I trembled in a swe at
which dribbled down my neck
as I saw ships taking me
acro ss the bay and o ut to sea.
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And they looked splendid in the harbour,
'Haven Harbour' home to ships
where one could lay and laze
beneath a friendly sun;
or slip into the still and placid water.
But my ship had finished there
and the dictates of its trade
made it ply its way from 'Haven Harbour'
out into the nothingness of sea 
sea flat and unoffensive
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for as far as I could see
so I lost fear
so I felt warm and sticky
with the whiskey of the Harbour,
and likely fell asleep.

I

I
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But I awoke to the roaring of a wave
raving warning s from my father
who lay dead and angry in his whiskey
sprinkled grave
which was shifting fifty fathoms to the bottom
of the sea,
his sea which rose in retribution
striking sly at me
like a cobra, like a harpooned shark
that you have grounded in a rock y bay
when yo u've been running from a storm,
iust such a sto rm that my father throw s at me/
and likely throws at youwhen the ship shudders timbers shake
when the sails split unexpected
and the quaking deck di slodges feet
blown by a strange and stinging wind
that ruffle s hair about your ears
se nd ing salted tears streaming down your face
which weeps in pain.
And the searing pelt of rain
plays sneering game s upon the body
while the sea heaves up to kill,
to swamp and saturate
all those who brave the storm.
And then it peters out
and you enjoy a warm respite/
one day, one night perhaps.
But it returns perpetual like an ancient plague
returns to etch a black cross on each wooden
village door.
And seldo m are you safe
from the chafe of oilskin on the salt
encru sted neck
or the biting co ld cold which seeks the marrow
of your we ary battered bones.
And always your name is borne upon the wind
Insistent in its groans,
Persistent in its chase to catch
the quaking quarry, quaking with the deck.

~
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Democracy
and
Inequality

In all societies, the existence of economic inequality threatens the existence of
political democracy. Sections of the community can be so crushed by want and poverty
that they "cannot be bothered with democracy", "they cannot be bothered with politics";
"in the ordinary peaceful course of events the majority of the population is debarred
from participating in social and political Iife(l)" said Lenin, and his statement appears
to be borne out by most contemporary sociologists and students of politics. John
Strachey says "it has been true at some times and in some places . . . . that wage
earners are too poor, ignorant and generally oppressed to make intelligent use of
democratic institutions even if they exist/'P)
Recent sociological research has shown two things about countries with substan
tial economic inequality. One that the economically under-privileged show a lack of
political awareness and where they do have attitudes they tend to be authoritarian and
anti-democratic, and two, that the very rich consider that theirs is the natural right to
rule and that any democratic intrusion from the lower classes is out of the question.
Almond and Verba compiled figures for five countries which show that the people
of those countries in which there is more economic equality are more politically aware
(and therefore more capable of asserting their democratic rights) than those in coun
tries where there is a large number of very poor.
The position is evident in the under-developed countries of the Middle East. In
Egypt where the average weekly income of the agricultural labourer is 10 Egyptian lire
compared to the bank chairman's 3,000, the very poor show little or no interest in
politics. Father Ayrout, a Catholic missionary, who worked long years in Egypt, writes
"Patriotism and nationalism mean no more to the fellahin than the ideas of co-oper
ation, public interest or civic pride."(3) Another observer notes "the masses of the people
still seem to be dominated by a passive contempt if not act ive animosity towards the
state."(4)
The following tables indicate that as the range of incomes increases so the aware
ness of the population decreases.

Awareness:
Ability to

name

party

leaders and Government ministries.
PERCENTAGE WHO COULD
Name 4 or Name No Name 4 or More
Nation
More LeadersParty Leader
Ministries
United States . . .. . . .. . .
65
16
34
Great Britain .. .. .. .. . .
42
20
34
Germany . . .. . . . . . . .. ..
69
12
40
36
40
23
Italy .. . . .. .. .. .. . .
Mexico . . .. . . .. . .
5
53
21
Per Cent Low Scorers in Following Politics and Political Campaigns.
Nation
Male
United States . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
16
31
Great Britain . . . . .. " . . . . . .
Germany . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . ..
20
52
Italy . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .
37
Mexico . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Name No
Ministries

28
23
20

53

47
Female

25
48
45
81

66
33

These figures are from G. A. Almond and S. Verba, "The Civic Culture", p. 96.
It would also appear that the poorer sections of any community are less able to
cope with the demands of democratic government. The underprivileged are less likely
to show the qualities of tolerance and open-mindedness necessary for truly repre
sentative govern ment.
Proportion of Male Respondents Who are "More Tolerant" with Respect to Civil Liberties
Issues.
Professional and semi-professional
Proprietors, managers and officials
Clerical and sales . ' . . . . . . . .
Manual workers
.. .. ..
Farmers or farm workers

66%

51%
49%
30 %
20%

(Figures from S. M. Upset "Political Man", p. 104.)
While the category of farmers and farm workers may be influenced by their isola
tion , it would appear that the qualities of fair-minded judgment decrease with economic
status, even in a country such as America.
"Economic underprivilege is psychological underprivilege; habits of submission;
little access to sources of information , lack of verbal facility appear to produce a lack
of self-confidence, which increases the unwillingness of the low-status person to
participate in many phases of our predominantly middle-class culture." (5)
Because of the economic status of the lower class they are more likely to lack
psychological security. "Such insecurity will of course affect the individual's politics
and attitudes. High states of tension require immediate alleviation, and this is
frequently found in the venting of hostility against a scapegoat and the search for a
short-term solution by support of extremist groups." (13)
The effect of economic stratification also affects the attitudes of those at the other
end of the scale. C. Wright Mills has noted the tendency of the very rich to assume
positions of leadership naturally, and indeed that their family backgrounds and school
ing groom s them for positions of authority. (7) "The poorer the country and the lower
the absolute standard of living of the lower classes, the greater the pressure in the
upper strata to treat the lower as vulgar, innately inferior, a lower caste beyond the
pale of human society. The sharp difference in the style of Iiving between those at
the top and those at the bottom makes th is psychologically necessary. Consequently
the upper strata in such a sit uat ion tend to regard political rights for the lower strata,
particularly the right to share power, as essent ially absurd and immoral." (8) Because
in such countries the ruling elite refu ses to recogn ize the rights of the mass, the
revolutionary leader may, in the struggles, emerge as a kind of demi-god; the need
to unite again st a common enemy may lead to a hero-worship that in turn leads to
a virtual dictatorship.
In countries where a large mass of the country is very poor and so lacks the edu
cation and socially conscious attitudes necessary for a democratic system, a strong
ruling elite may assume power, ostensibly to bring the populace up to a level where
it can cope with the problems of selecting candidates and so on. This idea is incor
porated in the theory of Guided Democracy. President Sukarno in his " Res
Republi ca! Once more Res Republica", outlines this theory "in con structing my con
cept (of guided democracy), that so well-known concept designed to make the Republic
of Indonesia safe. . . . I again very clearly crit icized the party system in Indonesia,
especially the system of 'opposition', which felt it had no respons ibility for saying
that the government did good things, the opposition wh ich felt its duty always to criti
cize the government as severely as possible and 'coute que coilte' - the opposition
that was always trying to overthrow the government in order to exchange it for a
government formed of the opposition itself." (9)
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In countries like Indonesia the primary concern of raising the country's living
standard has outweighed the need for the democratic liberties assumed in wealthier
countries.
While Professor Upset's figures, which show the correlation between the country's
wealth and the existence of democratic institutions lose some of their value because
of his failure to show the distribution of incomes in the countries, it is I think fairly
safe to assume that not only is the income per head in a country such as Australia
(which can be classified as a "stable democracy") greater than that of Spain (a "stable
dictatorship"), but that the distribution of wealth is more even.
However, even in the countries which Upset classifies as "stable democracies" the
existence of groups of very wealthy citizens to some extent poses a threat to demo
cracy. Dr. Ian Turner, talking of power in Australia, asserts "that power continues
to be intimately associated with property, at least in the sense that those who exercise
power share an assumption that the existing capitalist social function should be per
petuated" and "that it is also true that those social groups which start from this
assumption hold sufficient extra-governmental positions of power to set pretty effective
limits to the sort of challenge that can be made to their position." (1 0)
The ability to be able to support the political campaign of a party ensures that
the interests of the supporters are to some extent catered for. That Mr. Reg Ansett
can contribute heavily to the finances of the Victorian Liberal Party may explain an
apparent bias on the part of the Government in deciding issues which affect his
interests.
Because it requires a great deal of money to finance a Presidential campaign
this means that candidates are drawn from the ranks of the very rich, and could lead
to a position where the interests of this group are given predominance.
The opportunity of the very rich to defeat the ideals of democracy may arise with
the concentration of the organs of mass media in the hands of the very rich. Because
the wealthy supply the advertising which supports the running of newspapers, tele
vision stations, etc., their influence is paramount when deciding the editorial policy
of these organs. "It may become in creasingly possible for a few who can afford
to spend heavily on controlling the means of communication to condition the minds
of the rest. This strikes at the basic assumption of democracy - the right and the
capacity of man to make up his mind for himself." (11)
Professor Henry Mayer considers that the press is the "greatest single factor
in determining in many fields what sort of things most people get even a chance to
think about." (1 2) While Brown feels that mass media tend to strengthen already
held views, he notes that the opinion leaders (those who exert the most influence),
are more exposed to, and make more use of mass media than the rest of the com
munity. (1:.1)
The position of a country such as Australia, where a few large groups dominate
the field of mass media, undermines the opportunity to arrive at the fair-minded
judgments necessary for the full exercise of democratic rights.
I have tried to show that a position in which th ere exists a group of very rich
and a group of very poor citizens, endangers the chances of a truly democratic
society. The very poor, because of their lack of education and their primary concerns
with essentials such as food and shelter, are unable to play their role fully. The
existence of great wealth may, because of its undue influence, defeat the aims of
representative government. It is obvious that the position is most acute in the under
developed countries, but the same attitudes (apathy and intolerance in the lower
strata, and an assumption of power in the higher) are present to a lesser degree
in societies such as our own where there still remains a dangerous degree of
economic inequality.
Refer to page 41 for references
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THE

WOMAN
How could the girl know of the mortal
seed
Now taking root in her clay, cursed with
its curse,
Only alive with a willowbud's green
need 
Here rests the hub and pulse of the
universe?
How could she, shy peasant, the know
ledge of her Destiny seize?
The burden of this intolerable truth sus
tain:
In her ripening belly ride the centuries,
And the seed is seed and earth and sun
and rain?

In a tower
As ivory
All alone
Lingers sh

cecile
parrish

"Fair and
Are my fal
Ten rings
For my wh

How (the astrologers dazzled by their one
star)
How live unblinded here at the core of
light,
About this axis spiralling far and more
far
Unfathomed galaxies of the citied night?

"Hawk anc
And palfrej
Wait at ths
Of my tow

How could she endure the inconceivable
power?
Her miracle's quality how dream , how
guess?
Or did she believe of her unrevealed
flower,
No mortal mother deems her baby less?

"But came
In to land ;
A merry bi
Rode on h

LOW TIDE, JOHORE
SEAFARER
You are too sudden , my bird ; out of the
night,
Baffled, blown by the spray ,
Questing into my chamber bright as day,
Drunk with its music and light,
A moment here you hover and sing
To shake the storm from your beaten
wing:
A moment here, and I long, I long
To cradle you home in my hand to the
fire!
- But you will not stay to be caged here;
no, you are gone
Back to your known dark and your own
desire,
Nor hearing the wind's and the sea's talk,
shall I know
whtther you go.
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Her gaze i
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The folded water flatly laps
Black mud where creatures flinch and
creep:
Against horizons stunned with sleep
A lonely wader drags his traps.
His hat gleams like a plaited moon
Swinging in movement stooped and slow;
The sea is still and thin below
The brittle light of afternoon .
Suspended in eternity
The hour hangs motionless, before
A rising sigh along the shore
Heralds the returning sea.

He told me
Of gallant
And the sa
Was on his

"He brougl
Of the glo:
And the sa
Was on hi:

"I gave the
From my v
For ten tall
Of foreign i

"I gave my
And bonny
For the sal1
Of his sunt

I

THE WHITE TOWER
In a tower as white
As ivory
All alone
Lingers she.

rile
rish

" He set his sails
By a running star
And took his ship
Out over the bar.

"Stranger, say
heard
Of a seafarer
With a talking bird?"

o have you

Her gaze is gone
To a darken ing sea:
"What should a mariner
Mean to me?

AFTER THE STORM
"Fair and wide
Are my father's lands:
Ten rings have I
For my white hands .

" Hawk and hound
And palfrey fair
Wait at the foot
Of my tower stair.

"But came a sailor
In to land;
A merry bird
Rode on his hand.

He told me tares
Of gallant ships ,
And the salt spray
Was on his lips ;

, JOHORE
tly laps
reatures flinch and

"He brought me tales
Of the glowing South,
And the salt sea
Was on his mouth .

nned with sleep
5 his traps .
a plaited moon
rt stooped and slow;
thin below
ifternoon.

"I gave the rings
From my white hands
For ten tall tales
Of foreign lands;

ty

onless, before
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g sea.

" I gave my hawk
And bonny hound both
For the salty kiss
Of his sunburned mouth .

The storm that hunted your ship through
last night's sea,
Came draw ing my garden's covert before
the dawn;
In the bellowing darkness wrenched up
and wrecked a tree.
Now, in the morning, all opal smiles the
clean sky:
Walking here in a truce between rain
drops, I
Salvage pink frangipani from the satur
ate lawn.
All the garden is telling of the rain:
Every branch rings with diamond drops;
birds talk;
Every wet leaf echoes the sky again;
Whispers the dying tree , twig and
drenched root;
The appalled ground gossips disaster
where I walk;
Roaring the gutters run; the grass sinks
underfoot.
And this pearl morning, the tempest's
wrack behind ,
Could you, sailor, but greet your girl
where she stands
Under the gl istening branches, with her
seek and find
Where nests the yellow bird in the
cypress tree 
Would you not forsake your barren whore,
the sea,
Smelling the tropics in my flower
freighted hands?
(Example of Cecile's poems for children)
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pregnant computers
and the
nature of science
DOUG MOORE
Have you ever seen a pregnant
computer? It is not likely that you have,
but if you were to take the trouble to
travel to the United States at the moment
you would probably get the chance.
Engineers at I.B.M. have constructed a
mechanism which has enough " know
ledge" stored inside it to enabl e it to
select component parts out of various
bins and put them together to f,o rm an
exact replica of itself. The repl,lca and
its "mother" finally part to give two
identical machines which go on the ir way
happily reproducing themselv~s in. th.eir
"environment" of bins of baslc building
blocks.
This and many other recent develop
ments in science and technology over the
past few decades are having an increasing
effect on both the form and thought
of human society. It is becoming increas
ingly difficult, even for t~e scientists" to
get all this development Into perspective
and in many cases the question of "Where
are we going?" is more than difficult to
answer. In this article we will attempt
to look at scientific act ivity from a fairly
abstract point of view to try and enable
us to see things in a little more perspec
tive. We will also discuss by means of
examp les some of the basic limitations
of the huma n mind in the quest for
absolute scientific knowledge.
THE BASiC POSTULATE:

A pure scientist divorced of all religious,
superstitious and emot ional influences on
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his thinking processes would probably
state the following as the basic postulate
of science :
"There exists an abstract formal logical
system (or mathematical model) which
has variables in one to one correspon
dence with all the measurable quantities
of the physical world , and, for all poss ~b le
experiments carried out, In the physica l
world there exists an abstract expert
ment' in the formal logical system that
will predict the outcome of the experi
ment." There might be among us pure
scientists who claim to be devoid of reli
gious, superstitious and emot ion~l . influ
ences who may dispute the validity of
the postulate, but let us at least for the
duration of this article accept the postu
late as being true.
This puts us in the position of saying
that we have complete "understanding"
of a phenomena or system (be it. phy~ical ,
economic , sociological or physiological),
If we can construct a perfect math e
matical model (the usual case!) we only
have a partial understanding of the phe
nomena. If we cannot construct a mathe
matical model at all then we have no
understand ing of the phenom ena.
Some people might claim to have a
partial unde rstand ing of some pheno
mena but say that they have no know
ledge of any mat hematical models what
soever! This is not quite true , because
practically all human beings have mas
tered the use of a language of some sort.
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This represents the first level of abstrac
tion. Objects and actions of various
types are initially given names and a
language emerges. This language, to
gether with certain logical steps implicit
in the thinking process of the brain, can
approximate to a mathematical model. If
you like we could say that such a mathe
matical model is an "intuitive" one, and
enables a person to have an " intuit ive"
understanding of a phenomena or syst em.
It is the author's personal experience that
the continued application of an intuitive
mathematical model eventually leads to
baffling contradictions, and one is then
forced into going to the trouble of formal
izing ones thoughts and constructing a
formal mathematical model of the pheno
mena or system.
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However, in many regions of scientific
enquiry where we have only a glimmer
of understanding of the phenomena in
volved the formation of intuitive ideas or
" mathematical models" is the first step
to greater understanding. Unfortunately,
in some cases the intuitive steps might
be in the wrong direction and do more
harm than good.
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The psychological theories of Freud
and his contemporaries are an excellent
example of intuitive understanding. It
will only be after the passage of time,
and the subsequent scientific progress in
psychology that we will be able to classify
these "intuitive mathematical models" of
Freud into frontier contributions or into
the class of contributions reserved for
such subjects as the "phlogiston theory"
and the science of alchemy of the Middle
Ages.
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THE THREE PROBLEMS OF SCIENCE:

Let us attempt to classify scientific en
quiry into the solving of three types of
problems:

1. Pure mathematics
abstract systems);

(formation

of

2. Analysis (given some phenomena to
find a corresponding abstract sys
tem);

claim to have a
of some pheno
y have no know
ical models what
ite true, because
ieings have mas
rage of some sort.

3. Synthesis (the reverse problem of
analysis; given an abstract system
to find or produce a corresponding
physical system).

PURE MATHEMATICS:

Let us look at pure mathematics and
ask ourselves, considering the fact that
we are human beings with finite lifetime
and other fundamental limitations, are
there any bounds on our ability to solve
abstract intellectual problems? Let us
consider three problems at varying order
of difficulty.

PROBLEM 1: Add up the infinite series
of numbers
2

3

X, X , X , - - - - - - - - - - • 

where x is a number whose magnitude
is less than one (for example, if x = -t
the series becomes !, :L t, -rTf, - - -J.
If we knew exactly what x was we could
substitute the value in and start adding
up all the numbers until we get closer
and closer to the answer, but of course
never get it. This fortunately is not
necessary as we could show that the
x
answer is merely - - which gives us
1-x
the answer in finite time. This prob
lem is completely solved.
PROBLEM 2: Express 71" as a decimal
number. (71" is number of times the dia
meter of a circle divides into the circum
ferenceJ 71" as a decimal number needs
an infinite quantity of non-repeating
decimal numbers to represent it, but
nevertheless we do know of methods
of calculating it to any number of deci
mal places. for example :
71' to 2 decimal places is 3. T4
71" to 5 decimal places is 3 .14159
And thus we have a solution to the prob
lem .. Express the number 71' as a decimal
to within n decimal points," which gives
us an arbitrarily close approximation to
our original problem. We see that there
is some sort of fundamental limitation
here that did not worry us in problem
1. Nevertheless we seem to have the
problem pretty well under control, as
we can describe the method of solving
the problem in a finite number of words
even though it takes an infinite quantity
of symbols to write out the answer. The
next problem is an entirely different
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kettle of fish, as it takes an infinite num
ber of words to describe the method
of solution, and even more than an
"infinite" number of symbols to write
out the answer!
PROBLEM 3: Well order the set of
real numbers. (Readers interested in a
formulation of this problem will find
reference to it in most books on set
theory.J
This is a remarkable problem, be
cause of the fact that there exists a
theorem in the mathematical literature
with proof that states .. every set can
be well ordered". From this theorem
we know that a solution to our problem
definitely does exist, but the perplexing
thing about it is that we haven't the
slightest idea of the form of the solu
iion! In fact this is not a very promis
ing problem to investigate when we
realize that to describe the method of
solving the problem we will need an
infinite amount of words, and even
worse (as mentioned previously) to
actually write out the well ordered set
itself we will need even more than an
infinite quantity of numbers; in fact, a
"doubly infinite " quantity!
We see that in the realm of pure
mathematics there exist problems with
definite solutions which man cannot
even hope to solve . Perhaps the theo
logian's God, divorced from time and
space, might be able to solve them.
REPRODUCING AUTOMATA:

scr ibe the simplest possible system of
this type one would need about 1,500
" bits" of information. This gives a meas
ure of the complexity of the system. Von
Neuman's original paper was a significant
contribution in the field of pure mathe
matics.
What about its application to analysis?
It would appear that von Neuman 's
mathematical model would be an ideal
abstraction of the simplest living organ
ism possible. The smallest known " liv 
ing" organism (in the von Neuman
sense) is the large protein cell. How
" complex" is the large protein cell? The
order of complexity of the cell is only a
little larger than von Neuman 's abstract
model!
If all of the hypothetical parts of von
Neuman's model were randomly inter
connected, what would be the probability
of accidentally ending up with the right
connections for the "living" model? The
answer, obta ined directly from its com
plexity, is 1 in 2 1 5 0 0 • This is a very, very
small probability, but nevertheless finite.
If this can be applied to our simplest
living organisms then we have the finite
possib ility of the spontaneous creation of
life!
The synthesis problem is the problem
of constructing a physical system from an
abstract model. It was mentioned earl ier
that engineers at I.B.M. have constructed
a physical system that approximates von
Neuman's mathematical one. These sys
tems just live like their biological
counterparts in an environment of basic
building blocks.
The next stage in the procedure is to
consider abstract reproducing models
with a mutation process. If we also intro
duce a selection process (survival of the
fittest) then we have an abstract model
of evolution. These problems have not,
as yet, been solved.

Let us return once again to reproducing
systems, as this provides us with an
example of a contribution in pure mathe
matics having application in analysis and
being followed up by a solution of the
synthesis problem.

THE RIGOUR OF MAN-MADE FORMAL
SYSTEMS:

It was the German mathematician von
Neuman who first constructed the simp
lest abstract system which contained
sufficient information to enable it to
reach into the right hypothetical bins and
pull out hypothetical building blocks to
construct a replica of itself and then to
separate from it. He found that to de

We have postulated that there exists an
absolutely rigorous abstract model of
the physical world. How rigorous are the
man-made abstract systems? There is
one school of thought, which the author
would prescribe to, that says that there
is an element of intuition in -all man
made formal systems, and that they can
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never be made completely rigorous. If
one looks at the history of mathematics
over the past 300 years, then we see a
steady trend in the increase in rigour of
mathematical proof. Proofs of classic re
sults that were thought rigorous one hun
dred years ago might appear almost heur
istic to present-day mathematicians. It
is reasonable to expect that this trend in
the increase in rigour will continue, but
it is doubtful whether the human mind
will remove completely those intuitive
steps that seem so necessary in mathe
matical proof, even though these steps
may get progressively smaller.
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EPILOGUE:
At the risk of over-simplifying the prob
lems of scientific enquiry we have at
tempted to give the picture of scientific
man striving towards a complete under
standing of the world around him through
abstraction. We have discussed mainly
by means of example some of the funda
mental limitations placed upon him in
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this quest. We have not the time here to
consider other basic limitations such as
Heisenburg's Uncertainty Principle in
quantum mechanics on research in
physics or to consider the role of proba
bility theory in the construction of mathe
mat ical models.
Probably the most significant thing
about the type of scientific philosophy
sketched in this essay is that, by the
basic science postulate, man is capable
of representation by an abstract mathe
matical model, i.e., man is basically a
machine. How close man can get to re
presenting himself by abstract models
is open to question due to the extreme
complexity involved. It is reasonable to
expect though that man will continue to
construct, both in the abstract world and
the physical world, automata which have
many human -like characteristics. These
automata will not be limited by being on
the decay ing side of a biological evolu
tionary process, but by the pure limits
of man's ingenuity.
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,
allegory on
He left the waters of the slime and
came along the track to present His
rhyme. There, behind, stood hills of
roses dying. Yet He moves, only because
it may be less distance to walk forward
than it is to go back. The road widens
and there ahead a temple asserted itself
and over the door shouted "learning!" A
grand site it is; a great day there aplomb
and silver, and He was sure the sun rose
that evening. He looked southward and
forgot, and there above guided His
reason, and He lunged forward into the
bowels of the temple grand, where paint
ings are paintings to understand. And
lining each skirting board were books
all marked Private. Lower went the
bowels, deeper and deeper, and He
praised the thought of light.
He thought of the rose he left behind,
and again of the dew-crisp plastic one
He had found, and was glad . He won
dered why He could hear no sound. His
feet fell on softness, yet the floor was
stone. But no matter. It was easier to
move forward.
Above the door a whisper said, "Enter
if the latch is down". The latch was down,
and he saw the large octagon all stark
and real, and praised its simplicity.
There centred in the middle, eyes down
cast reading ferociously was a man of
little importance in appearance with a
large inkless pen in his hand. He ap
proached soundless and a shout beside
the desk sounded "Silence!" and silence
echoed around the octagon. "Your name
would help," the pen scrawled, and he
gave his name, and embarrassment
nudged his side as hormones yelled de
fence and composure reigned. "Your
purpose?" trickled the Joke, and Pur
pose fought Desire and blurted out its
name. The Task completed itself, and
the man looked up and He witnessed the
experience of seeing a man with no eyes.
He looked up to find them in perfect
formation wired to a mobile and looking
42
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amoonlight
in all directions at once. The Shout be
side the desk said go, and He went to
the seventh octagon wall , where a win
dow frame bowled "Climb out", and He
did so.
Confusion ran amock as he walked into
a silver sphere which closed around him ,
and Slogan shouted, "Don't run," so He
bolted until a grand pin smashed the
sphere and He was imprisoned again.
The Joke danced happily in the Grecian
room and the people sat with their right
eye less and the ir left eye more. Dili
gence crept around the Grecian room and
wiped the dust from all thei r heads. He
found His chair balanc ing on three legs.
The fourt h shout ed, " I'm not really there, "
and then screamed at sympathy as she
preened herself.
He looked above yet could see no
mobiles, but the walls were lined with
the missing eyes and plasma dried in
his hands. The eyes shouted the lesson
and the others chorused the Creed. He
Iiked it. Lesson shrieked at Creed and
Argument asserted itself. Then Logic
glinted its nose, preened itself and strut
ted to Defence. The plasma hydrated and
Lesson bolted hand in hand with Misery
as a bell sounded , and a Shout joined
with a Joke to collect the Creed.
"I love the temple life," He said to
Light, who came from nowhere. "And
the lesson was good," He said, but Haste
added, "even if it was too long." Light
charged itself and all in sundry, and
joined Defence to purge the heretic. They
cleaned Pincers and steril ized Scalpel,
and soon He was allied wi th conformity,
and his righ t eye was less and his left
eye more.
He left with the others and trudged
deeper into the bowels of the temp le as
all His footsteps sounded after Him, and
He felt help less. He could not even find
the dew-crisp plastic rose, and a Shout
screamed, "No Mercy!/I
KIM NYTHEN
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M. Julian West

£ike some ~rey old priest
telling hl~s beads with tired fin~ers
g count those whom g have loved,·
a ~irl with sun -bri~h t hair, seen
for a moment in a crowd, then
gone forever,' another whom g knew
a year, who killed part of me
with her ~oing; many faces
return in darkness and despair.
Wilere are you no w, are you dead,
or do you remember witA tears
on your silver cheeks ?

LOVE
POEMS
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.J{ twelvemonth has passed since last
!Jour hair.. !Jour face and hands
were thought necessary:
the last bitter words) vinegar in the moutll)
saw love wither and die like the rose
in. tile burning heat of summer;
g tllOugllt then that it was finished
my mind would disengage itself
and you would be no more.
6fhe night wind rustles tile hair, a bird cries
and !Jou return.

night is on tile cit!J' wet and grey,
and in the cafe by the railwa!J
managed by two expatriate 'V iennese,
a girl sits alone b!J the steamy window
face flickering in a candle's thin light,
a tear at the com er of her eye swells
lalls to the cloth, a pearl a drop of blood
and g kno w that love has died in i: heart
and g sit here helpless, wislu:ng to help
but kno wing, that
!J can do notlting.
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ROSS LAIRD

REFLECTIONS
I went to the Garden of Love,
And saw what I never had seen:
A chapel was built in the midst,
Where I used to play on the green.
And the gates of this chapel were shut,
And "Thou shalt not" writ over the door;
So I tum 'd to the Garden of Love
That so many sweet flowers bore;
And I saw it was filled with graves,
And tomb-stones where flowers should
be;
And Priests in black gowns were walking
their rounds ,
And binding with briars my joys &
desires.
WILLIAM BLAKE
(Songs of Experience)

ON THE GARDEN OF LOVE
And yet the masses vegetate. The lover
immerses himself in the enjoyment of his
own fascinating effect, gazes enraptured
at the spectacle of his own supposed
surrender; collecting, displaying his
"power", preening himself with borrowed
vitality. He delights to exist simultane
ously as himself and as an idol very un
like himself, warming himself at the blaze
of what has fallen to his lot. The Eros
of dialogue has the virtue of subscr ib ing
to emotion without active participation in
its creation. The environment of such a
love entails "the wearing of undifferen
tiated feelings like medal ribbons", to re
state Martin Buber's phraseology.
Love exists only in your head. So long
as a belief in love is maintained in any
intensity, the believer's preoccupation
with Self is diminished in proportion to
the growth of the former.
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To express love in terms of "love is
what is mine " is to formulate an omi
nously personal love, almost to the exclu
sion of one of the fundamental concepts
of love - that is, lack of consciousness
of Self. The dissolution of possessed
love, of "love as a general good that
can be taken into possession, is at once
independent and accessible to the per
son. This transcendence, the creation of
a united being apart from the participants
in the love clique, results in an external
Self in which both parties are irrevoc
ably invo lved, and is the foundation of
love as a constructive emotion ,
Love presupposes " rapport" , although
such is not necessari ly t he case, or, at
least, the distinction becomes less finite
if extended to any degree, This serves to
illustrate the utter intangibility of Love.
Love cannot be perceived as a solid ob-
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ject. What are commonly designated as
the visible evidence of love are, in fact,
not "love", but its actions and reactions
on the parties who form a part of It.
Love, in all its forms, is ecstatic. The
"moment" of love is a moment of self
transcendence. This implies the ecstatic
character of Being in the sense that our
"immediate" Self is transcended into
another Self. The ecstatic experience is
inherent in the structure of emotional
self-transcendence.
Ecstatism is essentia lly characteristic
of each of the forms of love:
i libido - culminating in sex.
ii eros - culminating in "mystical
union".
iii philia - cu lminating in friend
ship.
iv agape - culm inating in caritas.
In libido the vital ecstasy is self
surrender, not to the other being as such,
but to the other being as far as it is the
other side of the love unity. The aggres
sive and destructive element in sex
ecstasy is not the denial of love but the
distorted expression of the self-transcend
ence of both partners.
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The eros type of love finds its orig in in
the sex-ecstasy, but elevates it to a higher
level of self-transce ndence. Whi le in bio
logical union beauty is present as a ser
vant, in eros beauty becomes dominant,
without destroying the vital basis, the
libido element.
The third or philia type of love is bound
to personality: it is self-transcendence to
wards the equal. But the equal of a dif
ferent Self - not consuming; not self
surrendering; but creating a third, a com
munity which becomes an independent
reality. The ecstat ic element in philia is
the participation in the self-realization of
the fr iend. Friendsh ip depends on the
participation of both sides as equals in an
embracing unity.
Agape is ecstatic by transcending the
given self of the loving and the loved
toward the unity of fulfilment. It is self
sacrificing, not for the sake of the other
self as such, but for the sake of the ulti
mate destiny of the other self. The union
of agape is union with the other Self in
the realm of the ultimate meaning.

Love belongs to the structure of be
ing itself. Every being, with its special
nature, participates in the nature of Love,
since it participates in Being. The par
ticipation of a being in the nature of
Love can occur even as the negation of
Jove, as hate - or more correctly, as
indifference.
A description (not a definition) of Be
ing could be that It is the power of resist
ance against non-Being, or simply that It
is the power of Being. The power of Be
ing is not a static possibility, but it is the
dynamic process by which a being actual
izes itself by providing time and space
to itself. This process and its limits
cannot be determined a priori. Its action
incorporates the principle of identity and
differentiation of matter as a unitary
whole.
This theory obviously involves the pre
supposition of differentiation and holds
that the process of actualization is the
source of all conflicts and all creativity.
As SUCh, it provides an interesting field
for investigation but, unfortunately, lies
somewhat out of the scope of a discus
sion of Love.
Given the necessity of Being, Love is
only possible within the process of self
realization Which, carried to its logical
conclusion , is reality itself. Thus, Love
is only as real as the power of Reality. It
is not the negat ion but the affirmation of
power.
If Love is not the negation of power, it
follows that self-denial (fundamentally
inherent in Love) is not the denial of the
power of Being. Self-sacrifice is not the
sacrifice of self-realization . Quite the
reverse is the case: the resignation of
specia l forms of self-realization at a
special time and a special place in the
ecstatic experience of love is the ful 
filment of self-realization. In fact, all
self-denial and sacrifices are accom
pi ished for the sake of Love. Love
provides the realization of a uniting power
so as to make an act of 'self-sacrifice' not
a means of giving of the Self to another
self , but , rather, a means of building-up
the communal Self for a mutual, not
exclusively alien, benefit.
To find any substance in its essence,
its purity, is exceptional - this is no less
true with love. The development of a
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Love psyche inevitably involves trans
ition from a lesser or non-love stage. Its
evolution is influenced, to a greater or
lesser extent, by its environment. The
growth of emotional instability, usually
attributed to the subject of th is essay, is
accompanied by the parallel develop
ment of other socio-emotional react ions
which either become dominant or are
suppressed, dominated or superseded by
'love'. Similarly, one form of Love may
exist alongside, that is together with, one
or more other forms of the same phen
omena.
The aesthetic element in love should
not be under-rated as a contributing fac
tor to love as a developed emotional
condition. It is as easy to psychose one
self into a para-love state-of-mind as it is
to psychologically convince yourself that
you have a tooth-ache or even chronic
heart disease.
However, self-induced
forms of 'Love' exhibit only some of the
characteristics of a sub- or semi
consciously induced Love form, and
those they do have are usually over
emphasized or distorted.
The socia l animal maintains a sem
blance of humanity through the facade of
a misrepresented and malappropriated
Love. Biological annihilation seems in
creasingly remote with the present trend
towards the debasement of the Love
value through "packaged passion" and
'publi city sex' which is most evident in
the hysterical utterances of the public
mass media . That nasty three-letter
word is worshipped as the pinnacle of
human attainment in the field of public
relations (sicl), Obsolescence dooms the
yet unborn in an age of literary seduction.
Whether or not you regard artificial
insemination as a threat to your virility
it should be important to you that right
now your sex-life is being institution
alized by innumerable would-be authors,
countless advertising executives and
more than one movie director. Love sells
well, but can't be bought. Perhaps the
government could be persuaded to sub
sidize it . . . . .
Esoteric or no, comment should pro
voke thought. In the Age of the Pre
digested it may be difficult to think with
out the aid of a summary. What else is
there to do? : John Donne said the lot 
'Let us melt' . . . . . .
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ROBER

PORTRAIT
ROBERT WEST
"I hou has committedFornication: but that was in another country,
And besides, the wench was dead."

Slow, deliberate gliding through the soft swell,
lift and fall. I slip through whispering seas,
Caressing waves around my shoulder, murmuring, sucking ,
Draw me further, murmuring, soothing,
How peaceful to lie still, floating,
Eyes shut tight against the wave tips winking.
Green water, crystal light surround me,
Bear me down through graceful waving gardens,
Ripe fruit hangs all about me, temptingly,
My throat gags, is that the wind
Roaring in my ears? Pounding waves beat
On my heart, oh let me free,
Oh God not yet, not yet, God stop
The angry slapping waves, they drag me down,
I must be free to live for just one moment, God!
Sobbing, retching, crawling, sobbing,
On the hard sand, I drag slowly along, collapse,
And lie, sucking greedy heaving draughts of air.
Because I do not hope to turn again
Because I do not hope
To die
Teach me to care
To cry.
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lines on a
it was warm, the rain.
Stretching from the gray sky
To the gray earth
It fell,
Drumming on the iron roof,
Pattering on the passive soil.
And we lay on a bunk,
In a warm dark world
With four dim walls;
The rain dr ipp ing from the eaves,
Falling in showers
As gusty winds shook
The overhanging trees.
insulated
From the contrived cruelty
Of the world, we sought
Our own reality
In naked passion's shadow.
We lay embraced,
.
Striving 'neat h the th ick , warm
rugs
To bind separate existence
Into single ecstasy ;
Straining muscle hard,
With sharp moist breath
And frenetic gesture,
Savagely grasping at infinity
Within the masque of love.
Out of the crumpled pillow,
And hollow belly,
And desperate, animal moan
Flung back from rain-drummed roof
And stolid wall ,
Our ecstasy came.
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And in the calm
That follows passion's ebb
We lay - separate yet,
Within our single experience
And tried to trap
Our joy in words.
Failing as we always did,
To express that which has
No conscious meaning,
We lapsed into
Silent content;
Caress commun icating
Where word had failed,
In the dim warmth
Of our isolation:
With rain blinding other eyes,
Stopping other mouths . . . .
But now, as the moment's awareness
fails ,
The raindrops splatter
Softly, in the dust of my window ,
Scoring clear blobs
On the glass interposed,
With the crystal finality of realization
And, with the dust from the window,
You, the shack, and the hot
Pretence of passion,
Have melted,
FaWn away
To drift with
Matchsticks and apple cores
Down gurgling gutters
Of glistening streets;
Leaving me,
Scoured and cleansed
In the cold sterility
Of this rapacious rain.

Ian sinclair
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a

day
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Strange sun shining through the win
dow, reminding men of yesterday. Many
windows lie languid, to one side , and the
air fills many nostrils, hitting sleepers
like a nose bag hanging from a horse's
idiot face. Chiming bells, alarm in faces,
sheets in tangled knots upon the floor,
arms a yawn ing tracery against the colour
scheme, feet to bath from bed, from
bath to breakfast, coffee cup steam , sugar
spreading, thin lines for ants on table
cloth.
The ants are in the street now, a
satchel swings, a file to the ramps of
fetid waiting rooms, with barred ticket
sellers, eyes filled with the drear of a
cell outlook for life.
To the city, thousands cry in parched
throat of the land, sleep sand still linger
ing in the corners of eyes, motionless
lips tight and toast in teeth, buttered
cheeks, egged ties, on, onward legs pat
ter sick sad ode to melancholy as they
pass, another window high above their
heads, no sound, window open, air
ingoing.
Through. A great epic on a bedroom
beach scene, straw matt for feet , and
clothes a coloured heap. Wide eyes stir
flicker shut float three feet above the
bed, an opiate sleep, wide again to take
in the room, strive to understand. The
yellow wall has sun moving across it in
blotched pain . Two arms, knotted rope,
frame the face, angel face in a square,
sun blotched arms. Ugh grunt heard,
arms mouth and eyes in fear to painting
on the wall, a print pinned to the yellow.
Fear in the painting, deep and profound
fear of life led in misery, woe to woe is
added with the brush strokes of long
years past. The lips are curled but in a
savage grin that spreads and fills the
whole room with the cynic laughter.
Arm frame feels the fear, arm frame
shakes and quivers, sweats, dirt dribbles
free and fluid down the wrists to dam in
the elbow crook. Ugh sound lost in far
away cistern groan. Pain is everywhere.
Yet the arms are floating still, still high
the eyes with the arms that register pain.
A wave curled lip crashes on the bed
beach room, a thunderous percussion and
the eyes cringe in slits, trenches of
retreat while above and about the wave
is all, the surging scurries of the fear.
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Eyes scream, sweating arms straighten
and scream, body contorts in screaming
agony. Burroughs agony in Tangiers
room though O'Brien is dead, the fingers
talk.
Scream floats a salt river through the
window seeking the purity of sun, the
young chariot high and flaming innocent
in a pioneer path across deep and awe
some vaults of blue and other colours.
The smell of brine, a doughnut waft to
the ants, the ants are intent however,
doughnuts turn them not, perhaps home
coming, yes then , the brine blood will
fill their stomachs then for a winter,
they will suck of the sadness then , vam
pire sadness, for as yet they unwittingly
go to their own. Sorry, homecoming, will
that do? Yes. christ yes. fug off you black
white collared bastards. be away as fast
as your sick fat legs will carry you. bear
the burden. bastardly burden.
Woman yawns mundanely.
Woman
yawns hell high and thinks What for I lie
here with you. you sad sick shit of a man.
why I'm even here alone. in birth . she
also thinks and remembers a swing her
father sat her in as a child when she had
flown a bird across the house tops. Cried
when he dragged her home. Father was
a grey man then and is dead now, pro
bably, or with a stick and sitting daily
like a hopeless legion in one face watch
ing the pigeons fluttering about St. Paul's.
Why you blubbering there. she say
mothering her man. Why you blubbering
and crying like a child man. why. she say
and stretches out her body to console
his, her body as a solace, this she has
learnt.
Eyes turn, red eyes still, and lips meet
in a monotony of affected motions daily
done, like chess to a book by a hooked
nosed man, an expert, infallible, lips are
wide and tongues melt, nought else stirs,
it is for later and the body knows enough
to remain a flat unmoving thing.
Sudden weeping stops.
You can laugh now. she say. You laugh
good man.
Man shaking stops, pauses, thought
halt, and mind spins a star in blankness.
Yeah. he say. Yeah. as star dims . Yeah.
as star falls failing. Yeah Van Gogh need
not laugh like that, like a wave, like a sea
of hate hurled at me from the yellow sand
of the wall. Fug him. I'll laugh like crazy

too, like hate at him. like hate at him. glad
I can laugh , glad he's sick with Pound and
burning, burning in a hell, burning where
he rattles the bars looking out over the
moor, laughing from high buttressed
tower of madness, and Heathcliff beats
him daily with birch rods. Sure I'll laugh,
why not, he's only got one ear. Not a
thing. he says and stares at his scarred
wrists. That don't mean anything. and
laughs long and loud like a crazy thing
and crosses to the window and laughs
into the street, smiles in the waiting
room, as if he was pouring slops to the
squalid gutter, puking at the boat race
children sitting in the shade of doorways
waiting for the grey cloud storm.
That's it. she says. Laugh man, laugh.
and she giggles like a gin with a white
fist between her legs.
Yeah, he say with tears in his eyes.
Yeah. And his naked body with the sun
blotches always moving, twists itself into
her side again, but stays above the blan
kets and the stench of soiled sheets.
It ain't good, man. he say, and stares
at a brown fawn chair with rope stretched
tight across the seat, a chair in a yellow
corner, dust upon the legs.
Why I sleeping with you. she thinks.
Why. Fug, I slept with better guys, more
pot, more candy. man. Why I sleep with
you.
She turns on her fat spread bum,
makes a Y with legs and feels sensual
rub of blankets and sheets against her
nudity. Little pussy. she say, and the
saliva leaps to her mouth. Good fug.
Good smoke man. Good joint man. She
sighs a life away, mere air escaping from
her lips.
What doing. he say, and leap to his feet
like a tiger again. Tiger stalks desk
table top. a white heap of lifeless MSS
-slang for stuff already done. Fingers
in a frantic cigarette roll , twice, three
times cigarette roll. Need no more . . .
need little ... need not three ... but
stoned will be. he say. A poem, he say,
but fails to reach a pen in time and lines
drift forgotten in mind.
Bed sitting inhalation then, for ten mi
nutes sucking sounds and smoke curls
from his fingers, from her fingers, curls
and a wall grows. wall grows like a daisy,
pretty pot-plant thing, between them.
Why I tug you, he thinks.
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Why I fug you, she thinks.
No body need nobody, he thinks.
No one need rio-one, she thinks, and
then the two depart, a pair of doves wind
tossed, or gulls. Yes, gulls across the
waves, borne high, thrown down, thrown
low at times to rest upon the brooding
water, angry water, constant flux and
heaving water, then gulls again, a'wing
again, cloud high, sun high, and he falls
upon his crippled knees in worship at the
window . Sun god, he say. Sun god, perve
look. Look at daily distortion and feel sad
for things . . . for images of self, and bore
a hell hot hole in the skull of Pirandello,
a punishment of perception.
PART II
Across the city is a park, a green grass
growing park with swings and children
and perambulators on the gravel walks,
and trees standing small against the
chimney backdrop, against the grey haze
of smog and industrial shit uttered like
the talk of wind passed, belched into
the sky. Here and there petulas grow
with geranium in season. It is not season
but some struggle against the wiles of
snot-nosed brats, against the hoes of
overalled men, against the feet and lunch
wraps, grime scraps, of the populous.
A voice is heard, raucous as a gull
shrieking in a storm , wheeling across the
city to the park in search of friends and
reason in this madness.
He will return, she say, and watches
the door at closing, sorry for the inter
ruption, sad for it and for him in that
moment, feeling, only that, the taste of
love for breakfast in her mouth and
wrapped around her tongue. He will be
back, she say.
Downstairs , one, one, one at a time
'tis best and safest for the stoned man,
the man in the stocks of his own voli
tion gathering the rocks others hurl and
eating them as eggs and as tomatoes.
Off, off into the street beneath the awn
ings of the shops with wares displayed,
exotic Persian artifacts and weird Turkish
delights.
Hand in pocket for a shilling for some
chocolate.
Yes, the man say, with eyes great rims
of lens, eyes like cod eyes. The hollow
men, he thinks. It reminds me of that
uninspired dawn. Ha, ha, on the floor
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the imprint of a crow, of many crows, he
thinks, and falls to imagining the caw
ing that must be here in moments of the
peak.
Some chocolate, a shilling. stutters he,
a response to a well-framed question in
the affirmative. Dumb bastard, he thinks,
for always he buys chocolate here.
In the silver paper of his feet he loses
half his mind, outside by a tree, and the
other half is set ' to eating at the brown
firmness of the food for which his in
side cries, plus a wandering half again.
Mmmm, he mutters, mainly for the bene
fit of him and for an old lady, carrying
an axe, about to enter in the 'phone booth
for converse for sixpence. He would like
the lady to commen ce at chopping of
the phone 'booth, and suddenly she is,
and suddenly he is laughing as the chips
of red and splintered wood fly fast into
the air and fall a shower round his body.
And then the lady leaves and he is left,
the chocolate over, in the shade of the
tree, which a tree of magnitude and
smooth skin trunk, for he has touched
the skin , a tree of aimless arms, which
is the answer, he suspects, arms that
spread their impotent selves toward the
sky in a specious goodness. At th is he
cries and walks off lest a policeman ask
if he is lost, while across a dog is pissing
on the fence , pissing over and it de
parts, a manged symbolic thing limping
down a cobbled lane in search of rub
bish tin outpourings.
The street is wide, the street is long, he
sings and it is. To the left are houses, ter
raced houses with their balconies and
crowds of old Italian women perched pre
cariously to the life of a wrought iron
balcony. Below and in between are some
times shops, sometimes seven in a row,
a cluster. To the right the same is the
same. Terraced houses, strange spag
hetti smells and pit arm wafts from un
washed ladies, old and black dressed
with sad eyes peering into shops across
and into shops below.
He walks the patient pave, here sunk in
weakness, here raised in strength , and
feels the heat of the day through his
soles, for shoes he has none, and the
asphalt makes discomfort always in the
noon of hot days.
Pave fug hot, he say, and knows that he
is right.
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Around the corners goeth he, in strange
awareness, feeling all the motions of his
body, yes, feeling all the muscles of his
body, yes, time is slow and heavy, yes,
yes, and he sees it all , but sees more
than when he kept a pigeon in a cage
upon the roof, name Charlie, and gave
it wheat and flight each evening, home
from school evenings, hints of Ibsen why
here.
Where he be, she thinks. Where he be.
Hope he well. Feet well, wrists well,
head well, eyes well, arms well, she say,
tossing ugly in the bed, pulling up the
sheets, pulling them down. She got to
move, see, walk see, act see, otherwise
torturous held down to ant bed, ant bed
gnaw.
Legs like a crane though, like a bird.
Long legs, curve, soft and firm and every
where and everywhere goodness, and fat
breasts like a bed for a head.
Like a bed for a head, he sings
and a lady with a child's mouth in her
shopping bag and some celery looks dis
dainful look at him in jeans and things,
like a jumper-shirt, him with no feet of
leather and a smell, and only to her
nose.
PART" I
There is, across the city, something of a
park with mentioned things, plus a lake
of slime some little and hence green
breasted swans, large and the small ones,
swans, and a hill rises li ke a volcano
anvilled, fashioned, and is anvilled and
is fashioned and remains easy for the
walking, and the lying, and sometimes
people in the park and benches because
of them, and also lights, lamps for the
destruction of night beauty, lords of
jungles, and the creation of moonless
shadows, lust illumination. Frog. Frogs
on pads of lily.
Walks strange streets now, same streets
now, but looking at Caligari tramps of
houses, squatting weatherboard grins,
blue door laughter, street echo unseen
feet and dog barking scares. This a street
of pit at time, he say. Street end wall
of green and into park hastens.
Runs fast, runs, and can't say why
runs. Why run, he say. Why run, he say
constantly, and muted trumpet sound
less is his lips. Heart is quick brown
fox over sleep brown dog is time. Rumb

ling in ribs , side torn, adhesive tear at
side and breath in ears a thunder. Eyes
are sky and grass and spotted bodies in
the sun lying in their wax paper, stealing
lunch-time kisses, and. Wax paper love, he
say and laugh running. One man watching
old man watching, grey beard bullet
nose age eyes line map man, who smiles
to see the flight, leaning on his stick
and sometimes chuckling, sometimes say
ing things upon the air and to the trees
in his eyes and to the grass and sky and
lake and other all filling sight things.
He is statue on the summit hill and
below the city and below the lake shim
mer, sun caught water, crystal held.
Arm stretch out and half curl, enticing
curl, all almost knowing, hints gotten .
Mannerisms, why, he say. Why hands
out, he say.
The water rises ripples as a swan,
mother and six but smaller, find their way
between the pads of frog, arch of neck
as woman, scallop through the water,
white glitter and gold of fish, the ugly
children learning, the lake that is the
desk, the arch of neck as woman, glid
ing beauty sun sheen on oiled preened
feathers soft down soft.
Later, he say. Later. Look, man, look,
he say.
Somewhere a fog horn hoots dreary
into the world.
Down the steps, leap long and loud on
the landing, out into the street, hair loose
and lying flat across the brown warm
shoulders, flying in the running leg wind.
Eyes same as before, as lately ever,
as ditto.
Place same as before, as lately ever,
as ditto,
street likewise, and likewise girl pos
sessed of stocking strangulated self, the
law, the self of other eyes, eyes through
unreal slits in fences falling down, from
windows eyes agape, clear eyes through
the perspex, and shocked old Sicil ians,
ladies in balcony nooks with scattered
cushions for their arses. While one old
man to himself laughs, giggles, one old
man more than sixty years six, and hip
centuries in an Asian beard of grey mist
swirling round the oval of a face.
What matter eyes, she say, and mut
ter. Hope he well. Which is strange to
mutter, man, like the flower pollinating
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and the bees it seems NB for plot benefit.
Even hum in park, even now, out of
season, hum among dying petulas dry
ing dead on dead and dying geraniums.
Puffing up hill in ears and no matter,
like a drum, so heavy, so loud, but for
making it, necessary (story in a word
perhaps, but only then , only when end)
and climb legs, strong crane into the
west and no pause for he has gone yet
left his presence in the catching of eyes,
age eyes in the dynamo of the night con
nection with the black eyf::S, big , of her
and meeting mouths in same strange
wordless laughter of time, of eternity.
Again a fog horn somewhere hoots
dreary into the world.
A startled gull takes to air in wild,
ecstatic flight, mad flight, tossing, wheel
ings swoops across the sand and out to
sea to sand again, a zany pirouette, but
up to drown an infinite thing in blue
infinite sky, and shrieking while along
another's black bead eye madness
means, means death for life, a shred, a
taste of death for life, a trade of soul
worth more than coin clink, clink, clink,
clink, clink, clink, clink, clink, clink, cli
. . . forever, forever more man, beyond
in mind transcendence.
Toward the rocky runnings out to sea,
a point of musseled clinging in a small
swell, a man. Below a sand sprinkling
cliff, eons written on its face its
scratches, a man. Upon the timeless
sands of ever hour glasses, toes spread
in a tentative hold, a man.
He turns, his eyes away lest the sea
devour him or he the sea and neither
meet in foam about his knees from wad
ing. He turns along the beach, black
eyes burning still, still in forests of the
night, a silver sliver glowing deep yet
outward from his pupil, silver growing
man, growing gold in strange alchemy.
Before a line of footprints, some steps
stolen by the sea, a silver girded woman,
white breasted , heaving breasted , running
in his eyes to plunge, to plunge. A smile
creep is her lips, is his lips, laughing
lips the pair and finger stretch to sum
mon forth the waves, the waves of the
fingertips, and he to her, and her to he,
and more than the melting of tongues to
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sink into the sand, the afternoon crawl
across them in the shifting of the sun.
PART IV
Sun shift till an ant crawl, buses brake
in traffic to their throats and trains plum 
met crowd oozed, crowd urged, crowd
hungering to fulfil a morning promise,
promise made while hat from closet grab
bed was, or coat, or lunch for day. And
down the everywhere and often ramps a
trickle. Within a trickle a special safe
and smile elected heart, a heart to throng
at stairs. Ascension thumps, for they are
heavy men in search of thin, for they
are thick men in search of light, and
the satchels add to it all anyways man.
Thunderous knock. No answer but an
echo. Thunderous knock again. Again
as before response, only a painting stirs
to scoff the feeble scratching.
Descension sad, and yet same thump,
same thump, a thump, a thump, and
voice's worried whispers - They've gone,
they've gone - to other ears, a very un
wild-fire knowledge , drifting though with
thumps across the city, across the park ,
and across the high beach heads, the
rocky runnings, cliffs, the sand, until a
continent is filled and all have heard or
witnessed sometime then now but so
few know.
Sun set finally in bronze on the bodies,
red lance shafts, broken gauntlets on
the bodies blissful in inaction , in deep
and distant slumber, in synthesis.
I know, she had said. I knew you'd
be here. And
I know, he had said. I knew you were
coming. And
in a park, on a bench , from a walking
stick, an old man rose with the dying
of light and van Gogh arched his back,
so sore from sitting so long, mumbling
and laughing and saying. Love is no
little. Fug no. Love is no little. And
there seems more. Silver glimmer hope.
That is what I have tomorrow.
Later when they passed homeward,
passed through the green gates of iron ,
they found the old man had gone, but
they knew now where he lay the days,
and soon perhaps they would know where
he lay the nights, and then perhaps the
old man could die.
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an excursion Into unreality I a play by phillip frazer

SCENE: There is a large empty room. The
walls are med« of artificial paper,
the ceiling is also artificial, and on
stage, can be omiHed for this
reason. There are several chairs
about the room. One of these is a
chrome and plastic kitchen chair,
one is a leather armchair so volu 
minous that it appears to totally en
velop even the largest member of
the cast. Another is vinyl, coloured
red, and with a black metal frame,
another is a bubble-shaped cane

chair, and the remaining two are a
cloth covered arm-chair with a
floral pattern, and a somewhat eso
teric and pretentious high-backed
carved wood variety.
There is no floor covering because
that can't be seen by the audience
anyway. There are two visible
lights; one is a three-globed struc
ture of the modern chandelier type,
made of brass stems with painted
glass shades, the other is a naked
globe. If that is allowen.
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WOMAN: I beg your pardon?
When the audience is sufficient, two people
enter, both coming from the left. However,
BOY IN JESTER'S CLOTHES: I shall do a
as soon as they appear, the man hurries to
dance
for you if you repeat what I said.
the right and, holding his hdnds clasped be
hind his back, gdzes with a Vdcant grin dt
WOMAN: Certainly not!
the wings off right. As though looking at a
MAN: You are impertinent boy.
wall-painting, but there isn't one because the
set has no side walls . The woman stands at
BOY IN JESTER'S CLOTHES: You are im
left and turns her back to the audience while
potent, man.
she powders her nose into a hand-mirror .
Exit Boy in Jester's Clothes .
Mdn stands
dumbfounded, with his mouth ridiculously
MAN: It was nice of you to come.
open.
WOMAN: That's perfectly all right; do you
know why we are here?

Man: After a pause, No.
WOMAN: Oh.
Silence for some time .

WOMAN: I shall not stand any more of
this. This is the most vulgar insult I can
imagine!
Enter Middle-Aged Man dressed in
gown .

d

WOMAN: I dol
such question

MIDDLE·AGE[
GOWN: You al
sides, I can't
excited, the J
qu ite civil, ~
was.
WOMAN: Well
MAN: Who an

UNWANTED C
Exit Unwanted
come unwdnteo

WOMAN: Well

dressing

MAN: And I'll

MIDDLE·AGED
MAN IN DRESSING
GOWN: Then you haven't a very active
imagination.

WOMAN: (As

Silence again for some time.

WOMAN: Really!

MAN: What shall we talk about till the
others arrive?

MAN: This is riduculous. Shall we leave?

light blue shirt
Julius Marlowe

MAN: Haven't I seen you somewhere be
fore?
WOMAN: I don't recall.
MAN: Oh.

WOMAN: Who are the others?
MAN: I never thought to th ink.
WOMAN: Oh.
Silence for some time, while the couple move
ineffectually about, sitting first in one chair
then in another.
Enter a young man dressed in bdthers.

YOUNG MAN DRESSED IN BATHERS:
Talk about sex.
Exit Mdn Dressed in Bathers ,

MAN: Who was that?
WOMAN: l'm sure ! don't know. And I
don't think I want to.
Enter Girl in Bikini .

GIRL IN BIKINI: Have you no natural
curiosity?
Exit Girl in Bikini .

WOMAN: Well!
MAN: Good gracious. I think someone
brought us here as a joke .
WOMAN: A joke in extremely poor taste I
might say.
Enter Boy in Jester's clothes.

BOY IN JESTER'S CLOTHES: You just
did.
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sl

Enter group. 1
three men are
Exit Middle Aged Man Dressed in Dressing
BUSINESS M
gown .
db out thirty. I

WOMAN: Certainly.
Enter Young Man in Bathers, Girl in Bikini , Boy
in Jester's Clothes and Middle-Aged Man in
Dressing-gown (collectively, the " Unwanted
Company"! - .lIt arm in arm .

UNWANTED COMPANY: No.
WOMAN: I demand to know why I am
here.
UNWANTED
came here.

COMPANY:

Because

you

WOMAN: I was invited by a lady of social
standing. Now I demand to see her and
get an explanation of this outrage.
UNWANTED COMPANY: What outrage?
WOMAN: You people for instance. Your
disgraceful dress.
MAN IN BATHERS: Haven't you ever worn
bathers?
WOMAN: Yes, but certainly never to a
house of quality.
MAN IN BATHERS: This is a stage.
WOMAN: Shh.
MAN IN BATHERS: Why do bathers be
come " disgust ing" when they are worn
on stage?

CAR SALESM,

except that the
suit is check, t.
tie is green.

POLITICIAN:

blue with light
shoes hidden /j
and his hair is
slicked with BrX
The women are

SOCIALITE RA
forty, dnd fight;
Wears a tweed
shoes, dnd an
Her baffle agdir:
a hideous eyese

HOUSEWIFE/~

thirty, wears d
to four inches
ings dnd flat I.
suffered fallou~
The Group std
poses thdt chan
men look amo
women look en;.
comes to a st.
the Politicidn ar
chrome, flordl, c
Enter d Stock Sa
sherry and com

ardon?
THES: I shall do a
peat what I said.
l ent boy.
THES: You are irn

WOMAN: I don't see why I should answer
such questions.
MIDDLE-AGED MAN IN DRESSING
GOWN: You asked us a question first. Be
sides, I can't see why you are getting so
excited, the young man's question was
quite civil, which is more than yours
was.

HOUSEWIFE: I feel like a fool drinking
without a glass.

WOMAN: Well!
othes.
Man stands
mouth ridiculously

MAN: Who are you all?
UNWANTED COMPANY: We'll go then.

.tand any more of
vulgar insult I can

Exit Unwanted Company, who have now be
come unwanted even by the author.

WOMAN: Well I'm leaving this instant.
Iresse d in a dressing-

MAN: And I'll come with you.

IN DRESSINGen't a very active

WOMAN: (As she leaves at left) If you wish.

)ressed in Dressing.

BUSiNESS MAN: Wears a dark suit .

IS.

Shall we leave?

irs, Girl in Bikini, Boy

lAiddle-Aged Man in
ely, the " Unwante d
arm.

(: No.
) know why I am
~Y:

Enter group . There are five of them.
three men are dressed as follows :

The

Is
about thirty . Has a neat, close hair-cut , a
light blue shirt and a dark red tie . He has
Julius Marlowe shoes.

CAR SALESMAN: Wears the same clothes,
except that the shoes are Raoul Merton, the
suit is check, the shirt is off-white, and the
tie is green .

POLITICIAN: Wears double-breasted suit,
blue with light thin stripes, carries a hat , has
shoes hidden beneath twenty-four inch cuffs,
and his hair is parted down the middle and
slicked with Brylcream.
The women are dressed as follows:

Because you

SOCIALITE RACE-HORSE OWNER: Is about

by a lady of social
md to see her and
this outrage.

forty, and fighting a vain battle with wrinkles .
Wears a tweed suit, darkish stockings, bone
shoes, and an expensive looking necklace.
Her battle against age has already resulted in
a hideous eyesore .

(: What outrage?
for instance. Your
ven't you ever worn
rtainly never to a
lis is a stage.
Ihy do bathers be
len they are worn

later with limp cocktails and a beer for the
salesman .
The Group make inarticulate conversation.
Their sherry glasses are then taken away by
the waiter, hurriedly. They are (eft sipping
imaginary sherry out of imag inary glasses.
For a while they go on talk ing , pretending
not to notice, then the Housewife says :

Enter Beatnick. He wears bare feet, torn
away corduroy trousers, with a leather lace-up
fly, ,md a huge, torn, dirty roll-neck sweater.
His hair comes to his shoulders, and he has
a curly beard.

BEATNICK: Why? It seems no less unreal
than the other things about you. And
they are not merely unreal because they
are props on a stage, what they represent
is unreal.
Enter Intellectual. He wears tight brown
trousers, an open-neck red shirt, and a bone
coloured thick-knit sweater. His shoes are
suede boots, and he is about twenty.

INTELLECTUAL: That is merely
the concept of "real" has no
meaning except in the concept
we so often call, "Escape from

because
popular
of what
reality"!

Enter Psychologist. He wears a T-shirt coloured
blue, and tight sports slacks , and pointed
shoes. He is about forty .

PSYCHOLOGIST: We never try to define
" real" because it never occurs to us to do
so. We are scared of the real because our
personal , diffuse, sub-conscious, super
ego type "real" has been formed before
the onset of our rational processes.
Therefore , we shun the idea, as to recol
lect it in detail would reveal huge gaps,
incon sistencies and irrelevancies.

INTELLECTUAL: Reality is seldom con
sidered,
eith er by the individual, or by a
HOUSEWIFE/SHOP-ASSISTANT: Is about
society. Our values are mainly negative
thirty, wears a red sweater, a dark blue skirt
when we get around to expressing them
to four inches below the knees, light stock
at all.
ings and flat lace-up shoes. Her figure has
suffered fallout even before the socialite's.
The Group stand about in posed groups,
poses that change every three seconds. The
men look embarrassed by the rituaL The
women look enjoyably bored. The Group then
comes to a stand-still, with the Housewife,
the Politician and the Salesman seated in the
chrome, floral, and cane chairs respectively.
Enter a Stock Barman, who hands around sweet
sherry and comes back a couple of seconds

Enter fattish , Early-Middle-Aged I.ady in a
hideously garish coat, and p ink stockings,
(eading two dachshunds on golden leashes .
She enters from the right, and marches across
stage, grinning fixedly, and staring straight
ahead off stage to the left. She passes off
stage, and The Group continue to look directly
ahead at the aud ience . After a number of
seconds, the lady reappears, leading the dogs
back in exactly the same manner. This time
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the leashes are huge clanking, rusty winch·
chains.

CAR SALESMAN: Who brung her?
PSYCHOLOGIST: Complex. Very complex.
HOUSEWIFE: Did you see that the dog on

the left had a red spot on its eyelash?

BEATNICK: You'll see, man. You'll see,

POLITICIAN

all of you.

trying to do
the woman.
are talking

LADY OF BREEDING: Really! Aren't we

all just TOO much.

CHOIR MA:
from the cho]
in the backgr:

HOUSEWIFE: Speak for yourself.
CAR SALESMAN: Meeow.

And you do'

BUSiNESS MAN: Which one was on the

BEATNICK: Cool sound you got there .

left?

Again?

BEATNICK: Reality is a pregnant dachs

PSYCHOLOGIST: Well?
Enter Choir, at rear, dressed in robes of white,
led by a member of the clergy, all in double
file, slowly crossing the stage, facing the oppo
site wing, carrying red candles aloft, and sing
ing, "Hark the Herald Angels Sping ", softly,
and, of course, ethereally.

hund.
INTELLECTUAL: I need hardly say that

my point is made.
PSYCHOLOGIST: Even if we don't all drag

dachshunds.
INTELLECTUAL: Quite so. But wasn't she
BEATNICK: Too much .

CAR SALESMAN (After a long pause during
which all The Group have frozen in their
respective poses . . J: Who brung them?
(jerking his thumb with telling significance).

CAR SALESMAN: You're all talking crap.

PSYCHOLOGIST: I'm waiting.

BEATNICK: When you say crap, man,
you're talking relative. You know that?
You ever thought of that?

BUSINESS MAN: Aren't we all?

magnificent?

POLITICIAN: What do you think you're

talking about when you say, sir, that
reality is solely considered in the context
of escape therefrom?
INTELLECTUAL: Merely that in popular

conversation, the only time reality gets
a go, is when we use that hackneyed
term, "escape from reality".
HOUSEWIFE: But there is no point in

talking about reality. Reality means
what 's real. And we all know what's real,
so of course we only talk of what's
escape from reality.
PSYCHOLOGIST: What, madam, is real to

Good line ,
Subtle . Realll subbbtle.
BEATNICK:

man.

Subtle.

LADY OF BREEDING: Oh Really!
CAR SALESMAN: He get you that way

too lady?
LADY OF BREEDING: Sniff, nose in air, etc.,
etc.
Choir has now stopped, traversing the width
of the whole sot . They slowly place their
candles on the floor (stilI facing to the wings,
in double file, and continue singing the same
song, bealJtifu/lyJ.
INTELLECTUAL: I don't think this gets us
anywhere. Our friend ...

INTELLECTUAL: was attempting to de

BEATNICK: Dramatically. Nothin's real.
You can't prove we exist here in this
room.

term ine the perimeters of reality as they
appear for the lady in red.

(PSYCHOLOGIST:

only a stage.)
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Thank

Freud you're

HOUSEWIFE: Well, I really can't see that
there is anything more to it than what I
said. We all know what's real, and that's
tha t.
PSYCHOLOGIST: HOW do we know what's

real?
INTELLECTUAL: What do you MEAN by

" real" ?

CAR SALES

even as fun
CAR SALE~

Dramatic pause, then,

BEATNICK: All the world's a stage.

BUSINESS

are nothing

somethin'

CAR SALESMAN: YOUR friend .

CAR SALESMAN: You sure it's a stage,
mate, this long-hair ain't sure we exist!

HOUSEWIFE

BEATNICK:

you?

POLITICIAN: Here on th is stage.

POLITICIAN

point! Thes
talking rot!
people to ta
intelligence,
it's typical.
Communist':

sx

BEATNICK: :
Beatnick has t
in the cane,
templating hil
Lady of Breec
holder, she sl
finally settles
INTELLECTl

pens all the
BEATNICK:
INTELLECT(

damned - ~
your tongue

PSYCHOLOG

all wrong. I

Enter Youth-in
a red, white
delicate circur
ing the Choi
"Hark, the HE
up half way f
the Cyclist ret
begins to tall<
on, the House
in horror, the
the ceiling, tH,
the paper, thl
circles foI/ow i
traveI/er, the

'. You'll see,
y! Aren't we

POLITICIAN: This is ridiculous. you're
trying to do nothing more than confuse
the woman. You have no idea what you
are talking about!
CHOIR MASTER (Turning his head aside

self.

from the choir, whom he continues to conduct
in the background, softly . . .1:

u got there.

'obes of white,
r all in double
cing the oppo
110ft, and sing·
Sping", softly,
I pause during

ozen in their

And you do?
POLITICIAN: No! No! This is exactly the
point! These ... these . . . idiots, are
talking rot! and expecting these good
people to take it seriously. They have no
intelligence, they are playing with words,
it's typical. It's the most notorious of the
Communist's tactics.
HOUSEWIFE: My goodness.

BEATNICK: The wit, man. The wit.

"

CAR SALESMAN: You want
somethin' of it?
Subtle.

,ally!
ou that way
)se in air, etc .,

;ing the width
'y place their
to the wings,
ging the same

, this gets us

pting to de
ality as they

an't see that
than what r
II, and that's
know what's
lU

to make

BEATNICK: Slays me, man. Slays me.
Beatnick has taken up a cross-legged position
in the cane, bubble chair, head down, con
temp/ating his leather-laced fly.
Lady of Breeding has lit a cigarette in a long
holder, she slowly floats about the stage, and
finally settles on the arm of the armchair .

INTELLECTUAL (to Psychologist): It hap
pens all the time.
BEATNICK: Wish it did, man, wish it did.
INTELLECTUAL: Talk and you shall be
damned - unless, of course, you confine
your tongue to trivia.
PSYCHOLOGIST: We are going about this
all wrong. I can tell.

nd.

MEAN by

MIDDLE-AGED MAN IN PYJAMAS: I pro
pose three sub-headings for your discus
sion of reality, Sex, Religion and Politics.
Exit Middle-Aged Man in Pyjamas .
All heads have turned toward him, now they
turn to face the remains of the audience, then,
as the Harlequin enters, all heads turn to this
opposite side of the stage.

I suggest your terms of reference be IN
DIVIDUAL MAN, SOCIETY, and the
SCIENTIFIC UNIVERSE.

significance).

an.

Enter Man in Dressing-gown, now in pyjamas.

HARLEQUIN (with one hand held dremetic
ally toward the Gods, taking an impressive
stance, and scowling in disillusionment),

,
all?

CYCLIST: You have indeed done this all
wrong. I suggest you tackle the problem
serious ly and comprehensively, or you'll
be here all day.

BUSINESS MAN: He's right. These oafs
are nothing but commie stooges.
CAR SALESMAN: Yeah, and they're not
even as funny as the three stooges.

brung them?

and winks at the Cyclist, and the Psychologist
takes notes.

Exit Harlequin . The Choir sings softly on, the
Cyclist cycles diligently on, The Group un
comfortably" shift to chairs .
The Housewife sits on the chrome chair, the
Lady of Breeding swaps to the other arm of
the armchair , the Car Salesman sits IN the arm
chair, the Politician in the floral chair, the
Intellectual on the wooden carved one, the
Psychologist on the red vinyl one, and the
Beatnick remains in a half·lotus in the cane
bubble.
All turn and watch the Cyclist, mesmerised by
his intensity.

LADY OF BREEDING (With incredible irony) :
I suggest we take SOCIETY, RELIGION
and the POLITICS OF SCIENCE.
INTELLECTUAL: Could be interesting.
BEATNICK: Swinging.
CAR SALESMAN: How about Sex?

Enter Youth -in·Bathers, without bathers, riding
PSYCHOLOGIST: Good! And, INDIVIDUAL
a red, white and blue tricycle. He makes a
MAN.
delicate circumnavigation of the stage, dodg 
ing the Choir, who suddenly stop singing
CHOIR MASTER (Again turning moment
" Hdrk, the Herald Angels Sping" , and strike
arily); . . . And Religion.
up half way through "Rock of Ages" . When
CYCLIST: Settled.
the Cyclist reaches the front of the stage, he
begins to talk, still cycling . The Group look
INTEllECTUAL: We seem to have really
on, the Housewife has her hands to her face
come up against an escape from reality
in horror, the lady of Breeding stares icily at
here.
the ceiling, the Business Man pretends to read
the paper, the Intellectual turns goggle-eyed
PSYCHOLOGIST: Then that provides an
circles following the progress of the intent
excellent beginning. What has made it
UN-real for us? There must exist some
traveller, the Beatnick clucks into his beard
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preconception of reality within our con
sciousness for us to feel unreality.

LADY OF BREEDING: OH! I shall stand
for none of this!

HOUSEWIFE: What say we go round one
by one, and each of us can say what we
th ink reality REALLY is.

Rises with dignity , oh the dignity , and leaves
towards the right. Unfortunately, at that rno
ment, the Cyclist is tenaciously approaching
the right, head down , legs pumping; there
is the inevitable collision . The naked Cyclist
hastily disentcmgles the outraged lady, and
resumes his task.

INTELLECTUAL: Oh great.
POLITICIAN : Excellent idea. If we must
discuss the thing, it's only sensible that
we get it out of the way good and smartly.
And remember you chaps (pointing to the
Intellectual, the Psychologist and the Beatnick)

we have much more import ant things to
do with OUR time, so none of this deli
berately confusing hog-wash! OK?
BUSINESS MAN: Hear, hear.
INTELLECTUAL: Oh brother.
BEATNICK: Reality is a toothbrush.
Politician stands, hand thrust in pockets, and
swings slowly to the central position, just
dodging the frantic Cyclist.

POLITICIAN: Now then, the question is,
What is real? If we start from the left
and work round in a clockwise direction,
that means from left to right. Clear?
Good. So we begin then with you,
madam, as you are on the far left.
LADY OF BREEDING (After a brief pause,
puffed out by cigarette smoke); Well I'm sure

I see no point in . . .
CYCLIST: In reality? (Pants).
LADY OF BREEDING: Well , I mean, really,
what can one say?
POLITICIAN: We were beginning with sex.
BEATNICK: Don't we all?
LADY OF BREEDING: I'm afraid I do not
discuss such matters with anyone.

PSYCHOLOGIST: What's the matter with
her?
Silence.

BEATNICK: She never screwed yet, man .
longer silence .

POLITICIAN: I'm afraid I shall have to
take disciplinary action if the tone of this
discussion continues to be lowered by the
rowdy elements of the left.
BUSINESS MAN: Don't you mean, on your
left?
POLITICIAN: I think those concerned are
aware of what I mean. Their sort carries
a continual shame that leads them to
their ant i-social behaviour. I . . . .

CAR SALES
BUSINESS

BEATNICK:
more like a

CAR SALES
smart-arse?

INTELLECT l

POLITICIAN
be confined
I shall have
here and no'

CAR SALESI
CYCLIST

(St

off again, aro

At this stage,
takes the cen l
lightly away,
coat, slowly, I
Daintily, slowl
the back of th:
ceremoniously
around the roc

BEATNICK: Reality is a goldfish in a
brandy bal loon.

PSYCHOLOG
given the wo
Christian su
rectly, and s
of fellatio,
libido and th
no more nee

POLITICIAN: I will not have this side 
stepping!

POLITICIAN:
ienced them

Cyclist comes to a grinding halt, exhausted,
half an inch from the Politician's hind·
quarters.

BEATNICK: I

INTELLECTUAL: I suggest you stick to
t he discussion in hand. We have heard
all th is before. On the platforms of
every RSL hall from here to ...

PSYCHOLOGIST: I believe my turn has
come?

INTElLECTU
hundred vote

CYCLIST (Slowing down, panting and sweat
ing more every minute) , What matters?

CAR SALESMAN: Get it over, mate, and
skip the sex part. We all know what real
ity in sex is.

LADY OF BREEDING: What the man just
said!

BEATNICK: You ever heard of soixante
neuf?

HOUSEWIFE:
realities, and
to go on, I'rr
get down to t
thing out bel
we will HAV,
only!

INTELLECTUAL: What did he just say?

CAR SALESMAN; What's that got to do
with it?

BEATNICK: ~
Leave sex ou
BUSINESS ~
there.

LADY OF BREEDING: Of course not.

INTELLECTUAL: If you have never heard
of it, it is doubtful that your contention
that we al l know the realities of sex, is
valid.

BEATNICK:
man .

PSYCHOLOGIST: It's a sort of electronic
tune-up.

LADY OF BREEDING: Don't be disgusting,
you heard him perfectly well.
PSYCHOLOGIST: Was he disgusting?
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That

was

the

milkma n,

CAR SALESM

BEATNICK: R

INTELLECTUJ
With real mor

shall stand
, and leaves
at that mo
approaching
lping ; there
aked Cyclist
I lady, and

natter with

I yet, man.

CYCLIST: Real ethics.

CAR SALESMAN: Oh.
BUSINESS MAN: What is?

BUSINESS MAN (Leaping up, inspired): .••

BEATNICK: To you man, it probably is
more like a new dimension in icy-poles.

CAR SALESMAN {Gripping his seat}: . . .

CAR SALESMAN: And what's it to you,

REAL LIVES!

smart-arse?

POLITICIAN (between scoots):

INTELLECTUAL: Probably a wet dream.

REAL MARRIAGES!

POLITICIAN: If this discussion cannot
be confined to good Christian subjects,
I shall have no alternative but to close it
here and now.

HOUSEWIFE: TRUE LOVE!

CAR SALESMAN: Who asked you?

" have to
one of this
ired by the

an, on your
cerned are
art carr ies
j them to
stick to
ave heard
tforms of

J

'fish in a

CYCLIST (Suddenly looking up, and riding
off again, around and around): I did.
At this stage, the Psychologist stands up, and
takes the central position, the Politician walks
lightly away, disi/lusionel, he removes his
coat, slowly, his shirt and tie, and his singlet.
Daintily, slowly, he mounts the running bar on
the back of the tricycle as it passes, and scoots
ceremoniously as the pair ooze their way
around the room .
PSYCHOLOGIST: Well. We have been

given the word. Christian subjects, GOOD
Christian subjects if I remember cor
rectly, and sex is out. We have all heard
of fellatio, cunilingus, detrumescence,
libido and the rest. So we must presume
no more need be said .

this side-

POLITICIAN: In forty years I never exper

exhausted,
an's hind-

BEATNICK: No man.

ienced them ONCE I'm sure.
INTELLECTUAL: One vagina's worth

turn has

a

hundred votes.
HOUSEWIFE: We came here to discuss

nate, and
vhat real
soixante
~ot

to do

ler heard
Dntention
)f sex, is

ilectronic

REAL IDEALS!

realities, and if this crude talk is going
to go on, I'm leaving too! If we want to
get down to the truth, and sort the whole
thing out before curtain time, I suggest
we will HAVE to insist on healthy talk
only!
BEATNICK: Yeah man, stick to reality.
Leave sex out of this.
BUSINESS MAN: There are people out

there.
CAR SALESMAN: Listening to every word.
BEATNICK: Reality is a cake of soap.
INTELLECTUAL: Good Christian people.

With real morals .

BUSINESS

MAN:

CHRISTIAN

PRIN

CIPLES!

POLITICIAN (Leaping off the tricycle, grab 
bing his coat again, struggling into it without
.1 shirt, etc.J: . . . LIVES THAT ARE REAL

BY THEIR VERY EXISTENCE! NOT CON
FUSED BY LOUSY DEEP-THINKERS!
BUSINESS MAN (Frantic now, striding to the
centre, almost falling over the edge of the
stage in his enthusiasm): . . . REAL LOVE!

TRUE LOVEl THAT'S THE
THAT'S WHAT WE'VE GOT!

REALITY!

HOUSEWIFE (Rushing to the side of the
Business Man): GODLY FEELINGS!
BUSINESS

MAN:

SECURE!

DEEP!

HEARTFELT LOVE!
HOUSEWIFE fFdl/ing into the arms of the
Business Mdn, while both gdze in ieneticel
awe at the projection box (or thereabouts)}.
BEATNICK {Fldtly}: A plastic screw-top
economy-size, all-new refillable, throw
away, automatic, all remote-controlled,
1965-model phallus.

Silence ensues, with .11/ characters frozen . The
two up front still grdsping, still gdzing. The
Politician stdnds half in his cost. The Intellec
tual stands in front of his chair, confused.
The Psychologist stares at the couple up front .
The Cyclist slowly peddls on, toward the in
definable gOdl of ultimate satisfaction, where
the phenomenon of pldnned obsolescence is
non-existent, and the chrome plate is redlly
plastic .
There is .1 long silence in which these poses
remain .

The stage lights dim out, with a spot iIlumi·
nating the petrified couple. The figure of the
Cyclist is vaguely discern db Ie, moving on and
on . . . end on. The only sound is the Choir,
now singing G(oria in Exce(sis Deo, softly_
Intensely .
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The Cyclist comes round to the front of the
stage and stops behind the couple.

CYCLIST: You have both just betrayed
your Christian marriages.
VOICE FROM BEHIND THE CHOIR: Fall
down, and cast about you not for love.
It shall come now only from the chemi
cals of the earth, and t he rhythm of the
body. Alas, and adieu.
Silence . The couple slowly lower their heads,
close their eyes, slip apart, and fall separately
to the floor, on their bends and knees, weep
ing softly. They crawl slowly to the two oppo·
site sides of the stage and assume foetal posi
tions as the lights return to normal.

decisions and assumptions on the basis
of our terms of reality every day. Our
leaders play their games of political
manoeuvres, with reality in their con
ception always motivating their most
significant acts. We have a huge diffuse
idea of reality that the individual acts
upon all the time, out of his ego. Yet when
we attempt to define our realties, we can
do no more than take recourse to drag
ging forth a mass of cliches from the
plethora of our superego.

The Group ,
its seats ag
and the He
front of the

BEATNICK

PSYCHOLC

INTELLEC·
Nnere, ..
Enter Man

c1

MAN AND

PSYCHOLOGIST: Sounds good.

Enter Lady

CAR SALESMAN: I got lost back at the
bottles waiting at home.

LADY OF
were there

PSYCHOLOGIST: We were up to the con
cept of INDIVIDUAL MAN and his
relationship to our ideas of reality. The
relevance of this sub-heading is, I think,
that reality depends to a large extent ..

HOUSEWIFE: I think we have all missed
the point again.

Enter Boy il

CAR SALESMAN: Didn't you decide
before that we didn't know what reality
was?

CAR SALESMAN: Boy he's really gone off.

PSYCHOLOGIST: Probably.
INTELLECTUAL: But that matters little.
We must at least assume a basis, even if
that basis remains central to the problem
by virtue, as well, of its indefinability
until the problem is solved. There is a
necessity here for assumptions leading
to conclusions that alter those assump
tions, leading to new assumptions, lead
ing to new conclusions that allow the
assumptions to become more definable
and less assumptive, and ...
HOUSEWIFE: I thought it was the other
man's turn.
BEATNICK: Reality is a red sausage.

BEATNICK: Reality is a horse's
finger.

little

INTELLECTUAL: As I was saying, the
central aspect of man's action, by defin
ition, is his ego. And every action an
individual performs can be traced to the
ego, charity, all the most unse lfish
seeming, in common parlance, of charac
teristics, can be expressed in t erms of
the individual's search for tension release,
for grat ification and titi lation in relation
to his particular environmental direc
tionalization, FOR GOD'S SAKE GET
THAT BLASTED CHOIR OFF STAGE!
The Choir has been getting louder and more
glorious in its renderings throughout that last
speech . At the sound of the cry of the Intel
lectual, it becomes almost unbearable in
volume, and all leap to their feet clinging to
their ears in agony. Except the Cyclist, who
cycles slowly on till he comes to the Choir
Master, now almost ecstatic.

PSYCHOLOGIST: I think I would prefer
to sum up.

CYCLIST (Now stationary): Please. (At this,
the Choir stops immediately.) You are dis

INTELLECTUAL: That makes it my turn.

turbing the logical progression of man
towards self-realization.

HOUSEWIFE: Have you got much further
to go?
CAR SALESMAN: I got a meal and a few
bottles at home, couldn't we adjourn to
my place? I'm sure the old woman
wouldn 't really mind.

Abruptly the Choir grab their candles from the
floor , come to a brisk Attention, and marches
out in the direction from which it came .
Cyclist resumes his toils, does a final lap
of the stage, while The Group remains in a
common pose of hunched auditory-protection
and slowly cycles off stage.

INTELLECTUAL: We use the word "really"
hundreds of times a week. We make

CYCLIST (As he leaves); Reality is naked
in a deafening choir .. . EXIT.
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The Group relaxes, slowly unbends, and takes
its seats again. The Business Man, however,
and the Housewife remain crouched at the
front of the stage. On either side.

BEATNICK: Man. Sweet sounds.
PSYCHOLOGIST: Now, where were we?
INrELLECTUAL: In the superego some
,'mere, ...
Enter Man and Woman of scene-one fame .

MAN AND WOMAN: Hold it!

od,

Enter Lady of Breeding, in a bikini.

back at the

LADY OF BREEDING IN A BIKINI: You
were there, just then.
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Enter Boy in Jester's Clothes .
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Enter Middle-Aged Man, once more in dress 
ing-gown .

MIDDLE AGED MAN IN DRESSING
GOWN: There was a time . When we could
not remember though . (sadly) but THEN,
it came back. Like a naked shadow of a
lost friend.
Enter Barman.

BARMAN: Without a drink, simply, we are
nearer the solution.
Enter Harlequin, from the centre of the back
wall, slowly, sadly .

HARLEQUIN: My life is crumbled by a
choir that sang too loud.
BUSINESS MAN: Mine by a shout that
was too loud, an ideal I tried to act upon.
BEATNICK: Heh
another scene,

man,

that

was

in

LADY OF BREEDING DRESSED IN
BIKINI: And besides, a wench is born.
The light dims , and the company file out, one
after another, taking the chairs, and leaving
the stage empty, but for a candle left by the
Choir, lying on its side, near the back wall.
Enter Electrician, with a ladder, he adjusts
the ladder, and climbs up and removes the
three -pointed light fitting , then leaves with
out his ladder, but with the light fiHing.
The stage now is lit by a single naked bulb,
and a paint-stained step-ladder stands just off
centre.
Enter the Early-Middle-Aged Lady with the
dachshunds . She is no tonger grinning, and

a simple black smock is visible under her
multi -coloured coat. She drags herself to the
centre of the stage and stands there facing
the audience .
The Electrician enters from the Jeft, after a
pause, and the Barman from the right, carry
ing a tray .
The Barman moves purposefully toward the
dachshund on his side of the Lady, and the
Electrician to the other one .
Carefully the Barman lifts the dachshund on
his side on to the tray, and the Electrician
tucks the other under his arm and mounts
the ladder, clinging tightly to the abandoned
dog.
The Barman performs a funeral -march style
exit, holding aloft the tray bearing his dachs
hund, and from the other side enter the
Cyclist (now clad in a Chinese frock) and the
Middle -Aged Man in the dressing-gown. The
Cyclist carries a fruit box, which he sets down
just behind the Lady. She is still standing
inert facing the audience . The Cyclist and
the Middle -Aged Man in the dressing-gown
move over to the ladder and lift it, bearing
with it the Electrician and the second dachs
hund, and all four move off stage, leaving the
woman alone, now siHing expectantly on the
fruit box.
After a pause of several seconds, she slips off
her coat and sits merely in a black- lace-edged
slip. There is another pause , then she stands
up, and carries her box to the far left of the
room, sets it down and sits on it. Still facing
the audience in her simple black slip .
Again there is a pause, but slowly the figure
of the Car Salesman appears, at the far right .
He is dressed only in bathers, has a small
red-black beard on his chin, and is pedalling
the tricycle across the full width of the stage
at an incredibly slow rate . With intense con 
centration .
When he reaches the Lady, he climbs off the
tricycle , and stands behind her. They both
face the audience.
The car salesman then slides his bare arms
over the lady 's shoulders, and they kiss. Very
slowly.

CAR SALESMAN IN BATHERS: I could
love you.
LADY IN BLACK SLIP: Yes, you could.
CAR SALESMAN:

We

might know.

TOGETHER: In the morning.
CURTAIN
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By this time one has just about come
to accept the new habit of taking ser
iously the "comic" strips which appear
in nearly all our daily newspapers. Thus,
it was perhaps less surprising than it
might have been to learn that this was
the year of the first "International (!)
Convention on the Comics", which was
organized by the Italian Ministry of Pub
lie Instruction and the University of
Rome.
From allover the world they came:
doctors, teachers , sociologists, psychia
trists and Mr. AI Capp, gathered together
to discuss, with proper pedagogical
decorum, the psychological and social
"problems" posed by the existence of
such familiar characters as Li'l Abner,
Blondie, Mr. Abernathy, Charlie Brown,
Mandrake , Pogo, and the rest. And
many of their conclusions were of great
interest. Donald Duck, they decided,
was more than a fairy tale character for
children: he was an angst symbol.
Mickey Mouse, it transpired, was a Roose
velt utopian; Flash Gordon, underneath
it all, was really a Nazi; and, alarmingly
these days, the Phantom turned out to be
a colonialist (not to sayan imperialist)
in symbolic disguise. As one would have
expected, Peanuts came in for some close
scrutiny, and it was decided that Linus
mirrored our own contemporary anguish
in his thumb-sucking, blanket-hugging
search for security, while Lucy mirrored
the prototypical American matriarch in
the bud. Finally Al Capp, who was pre
sent by special invitation, announced
that, despite all appearance s, he had
"never ceased to regard Daisy Mae as a
virgin." And with that, one gathers, he
st irred up the psychosexual symbol hun
ters no end.
Not that any of thi s will surprise those
who have been following the so-call ed
"Debate over Popular Culture" as it has
raged for the last few years. The comics,
indeed , although my main concern here,
are only one of the popular entertain
ment forms currently receiving this kinj
of close attention: as we know, television,
radio serials, magazines, rock 'n roll
music, and popular fiction generally have
all been the subjects of similar discus
sion. The simple fact behind all this
apparently over-solemn activity is just
that the entertainment industry has

reached such vast proportions that people
have assumed that it is worth investigat
ing in its own right, and many investi
gators, like the ones at the Italian confer
ence, have spent a great deal of time
working on what seem to be the two basic
questions: first, what is it that makes
popular art popular - i.e. , why is it that
so many people all over the world spend
so much time reading or watching the
same books, comics or programmes? 
and, second, what effect is it having on
them?
In the present article I am not con
cerned with the second of these, except
to note that a great deal of research
evidence is already available, although
the results usually seem to suggest that
popular art has less effect on its audi
ence than many of the cultural pessi
mists have been saying. But the first ques
tion is just as interesting, and just as
hard to answer. For one of the sur
prising facts about the comic strip is
that the successful writer can command
a larger world-wide audience than any
other artist ever dreamed of - and more
than this, his readers see his work every
day of the year. For example, it has been
calculated that Chic Young, the creator
of Blondie, achieves a readership expo
sure of seventeen billion every year, given
that the strip appears daily in over sixty
countries throughout the world . Compare
this with the readership of even the most
successful best selling novel - say five
million copies in the first four or five
years - and we can see how extra
ordinary a phenomenon a strip like
Blondie really is.
Of course, only a very few comic writers
- AI Capp and Charles Schulz are among
them - achieve figures like this , but it
is also true that even a moderately suc
cessful strip, sayan old-fashioned one
like Mandrake, might well be syndicated
in a large number of countries, and still
maintain a regular, daily audience far be
yond that of any novel or television pro
gramme . And if we consider that the
most avid readers of the comic strip
(as opposed to the comic book, which is
quite a different thing) are adults be
tween the ages of thirty and forty, and not
young chi Idren, as most of us had prob
ably supposed, it will be clear that there
really is something here which could be
worth taking seriously.
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As I have said, apart from the vexed
question of effects, most investigators
have been mainly concerned to try to
explain why so many people are prepared
to spend so much time over their comic
strips. And most of them have assumed
that the answer to this question will be
more complex than may appear on the
surface. Most readers, when asked, usu
ally assert (often angr ily) that they fol
low the adventures of their favourite
comic strip character simply because
they enjoy them, and find in them a
source of relaxation. But to the psycho
logically orientated researcher, in parti
cular, this obvious response still leaves
too many questions unanswered. They
have assumed, in fact, that at least part
of the explanation for a given strip's
popularity must be subconscious: that
some obscure process of identification
must be at work , or that some psycho
logical need is being satisfied . Hence
the apparently over-solemn theories men
tioned above: to explain the success of
Walt Disney, for example, it is hypo
thesised that Donald Duck or Mickey
Mouse must become symbols, whose
appeal works at a level below the con
scious . or that the tribulations of Charlie
Brown or Dagwood reflect, in some way,
the hidden longings or frustrations of the
reader's own experience. Whether this is
so or not, of course , one doesn't know,
but the very possibility suggests that the
idea of an international convention on
the comics is not as absurd or grandiose
as it might seem at first: perhaps there
really are grounds for enquiring into the
reasons behind a given comic strip's
popularity very carefully indeed.
In a way, that is one of the things I
want to do in this article, although I am
writing as a "common reader", and not
as a sociologist or psychologist. And
there would seem to be some point in
this , for it seems to me that the trouble
with the methods of modern research 
content analysis, readership surveys,
depth interviews, etc. is that they
can't really distinguish between the good
and the bad even in an admittedly minor
art form Iik~ the comics. Which is a pity,
for popularity is very rarely an index of
quality, and it seems to me th.at some
of the most popular ones are Just v~ry
bad - Blondie is, on the whole , while
Little Orphan Annie and The Heart ot
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Juliet Jones are simply beneath con
tempt. On the other hand, one can say
with equal confidence that Li'l Abner,
Peanuts and Pogo, to name only three,
are just very good in their own right,
which is why it is a pity to see them
equated with the others merely on the
grounds of equal popularity.
Now I have to confess that r am a Li'l
Abner add ict, a~d (to come right ?ut into
the open about It), I happen to think that
AI Capp is one of the finest popular enter
tainers I know. Which is an awkward con
fession to have to make, for it means
that I am much more interested in the
strip itself than in the reasons other
people have for reading it, but at the
same t ime, it gives me a certain advant
age in that I know Capp's work very well,
whereas the sociologist has to try to
familiarize himself with a great many
strips all at once, with the result that
he tends to overlook some of the quali
ties and characteristics which can make
reading any of them worthwhile.
The facts about Li'l Abner are fairly
widely known: it has been running for
thirty years - which is well over par for
a comic strip - and, in terms of reader
ship, Capp has been among the "Top
Ten" comic strip writers for longer than
many of us can remember. But, as r
shall try to show by discussing some of
his more recent stories, his popularity is
very difficult to expla in. For it seems to
me that he keeps doing all the things
most massively popular authors don't do:
he consistently fails to provide happy
endings; he refuses to sentimentalize his
characters' faults; he doesn't attempt to
"solve" problems for us; he tends to be
realistic rather than escapist in the basic
approach to his work, and, most signifi
cant of all, he constantly makes specific
ally intellectual demands on his readers
- that is, to read ti'l Abner at all, you
have to have your wits very much about
you. Compare the effort required to read
Blondie, or even Peanuts, and one can
see why Capp's continuing popularity i.s
so hard to understand. Or, to put It
another way, one might well expect to
find ti'l Abner being popu lar with the
kind of people who read The Australian;
yet in our own community, it appears in
The Sun News Pictorial.
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Capp, himself, like many artists before
him, is not altogether convincing when
he tries to explain the appeal of his own
work. In cynical moments - or, more
likely, when he has been irritated by yet
another researcher - he is inclined to
say that he created U'I Abner simply be
cause it was the fastest way he could
think of to make a lot of money. But
that doesn't help much, and he is more
interesting when he expounds his theory
of comedy, which is one of those running
the "man's inhumanity to man" line.
Capp is a great admirer of Charlie Chap
lin - he has even called him "the greatest
artist of our time" - and he argues that
the success of Chaplin comedy depends
on our being placed in a position whence
we can feel superior (i.e., man's inhuman
ity) to the poor suffering hero. On this
analogy, he has tried to explain the
humour of li'l Abner: Abner is the charac
ter who is inevitably landed in the kind
of situation we are all supposed to long
for. He is constantly surrounded by ad
miring hoards of Capp's famously "lus
cious" females, who invariably throw their
"juicy selves" into his arms . But of
course he bungles it; while the reader ,
in his dreams, handles the situation with
more finesse. Thus, the reader can feel
superior, and, as Capp goes on: "No mat
ter how fumbling or stupid he has been,
compared with Li'l Abner he's Don Juan.
It makes him feel fine to be Don Juan .
So he feels fine about Li'l Abner .. . And
that's what a comedian is for, isn't he?
To make people feel fine."
Now even taking that begged question
into account, there is an engaging naiv
ety about this explanation, although one
does feel that Capp is trying rather hard
to meet some of his psychological critics
on their own ground. Nevertheless, it
does help justify some of the recurrent
situations in the strip, even if one feels
that things have changed somewhat now
that Abner himself is married . In the
hero 's bachelor days it was certainly true
that much of the humour in U'I Abner
derived from the way he bungled the
not altogether subtle advances of Daisy
Mae, and that is probably the phase of
the story to which Capp was referring.
But even now the hero is a husband, r
think Capp's theory can at least partly
explain why their marital relations are
such a flop: Daisy Mae, of course, is the

perfect wife - devoted, docile, faithful ,
affectionate and, above all, hard working,
the family provider - while Abner re
mains as stupid, arrogant, thoughtless,
unresponsive, selfish and lazy as ever.
That is, he still bungles things, as Capp
always brings out so clearly in the stories
of Fearless Fosdick (the "ideel of every
red-blooded American boy" itself a
parody of Dick Tracy) when we see Abner
preferring the company of the character
in a "comical strip" to the company of
his wife. And even Fosdick himself may
be taken as another bungler; after all,
he has been engaged to the very willing
Miss Pimbleton for seventeen years, yet
in his oafish way, he still prefers her
steaks to her kisses.
But for all that, with Abner married,
it is important to notice that Tiny is now
the main "romantic" protagonist, for
which purpose his appearance was
brought suitably up to date (by plastic
surgery) a few years ago. He now repre
sents the ideally typical American college
boy - handsome, strong, crew-cut, snub
nosed: indeed, he is now so modern that
he tends to look a bit out of place
among the other Dogpatchers. But, like
his brother, he remains an inveterate
slob. For all his attributes, he still
bungles things, from the advances of the
spectacularly luscious Dogpatch belles to
the more subtle manoeuvres of the occa
sional femme fatale, down from the city,
who finds herself taken with his simple
country ways.
However, amusing as these situations
often are, surely Capp is underestimating
the quality and variety of his own work
in claiming that they explain the basic
source of its success. For it seems to me
precisely here that his unfortunate tend
ency to be repetitive and heavy-handed
becomes most irritating and all too pre
dictable. Indeed, it is just when the
author is putting his theory into practice
that I find myself losing interest.

It seems to me, in fact, that AI Capp's
success lies exactly where he says it
doesn't in his ability to make his
reader feel other than "fine". For while
that claim may be true of others, I find
U'I Abner markedly different in tone
from the straight "comic" strips like
Peanuts, The Berrys, or Blondie. Capp,
characteristically, doesn't strike me as a
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comedian at all, even if we accept the
terms of his own definition. Rather, I
think he can only be called a satirist,
and it is certainly true that his typical
modes of parody, caricature and burles
que are more appropriate to socially
committed satire than to "pure" comedy.
And this is why I value him: not because
he is a great, subtle, or even a particu
larly penetrating writer, .but because his
little capsules of satiric comment appear
in that overly solemn barnyard of pre
tentiousness, the daily newspaper. For
whatever else can be said of the daily
press, it certainly pretends to take its
responsibility for transmitting the news,
seriously - one cannot even conce ive of
a paper daring to present a flippant re
port of a great statesman's speech. Yet
surely this is refreshing and necessary,
particularly in Australia, where the press
has so much nonsense to report. Think,
for example, what an AI Capp could have
done with any of our Attorney-General's
pronuncements on censorship, or with
the extraordinary words of our Prime
Minister on his return from abroad, and
one sees what we are missing.

this, by the way, is becoming more and
more obvious the longer President John
son stays in office. What has been
called the "hurt, serious tone" in Capp's
work in his single-mindedned, insist
ent, and often repetitive emphasis
on his basic theme, the oppression of the
underprivileged, which finds its way into
all the stories, whether they are about
Dogpatch, Lower Siobbovia, or Fearless
Fosdick, who is exploited not only by
the government, but by his corrupt police
chief as well, at which point one some
times feels that Capp is becoming ob
sessive.

For with Capp almost nothing is sacred:
he presents himself (as he once said
of Tom Lehrer) as an "offended spirit",
and it seems to me that a few more
offended spirits could do a lot to make
social and political events seem more
tolerable. As with any satirist, of course,
there is an element of irresponsibility
in his work , and his apparent point of
view has to shift variously from conser
vatism to anarchism, but by sticking dog
gedly to topical events , he manages time
and time again to shed a refreshingly
critical light on important happenings
which might otherwise be accepted too
easily at their face value.

However, it is with Dogpatch that Capp
is mainly concerned, and our starting
point must be the acceptance of a rural
community with a living standard so low
that the failure of a turnip crop can be
a disaster: indeed, the staple diet con
sists of turnips and "trash beans" (Dog
patch soil will produce nothing else),
garnished with the occasional grizzly
bear the "groceries" as Mammy
Yokum calls them. We can see in this, I
think, the origins of the strip in the post
depression days of the New Deal - it
began in 1935 - and Capp never tires
of contrasting the poverty of Dogpatch
with the affluence of the rest of the
United States. Indeed , the stories usu
ally turn on some attempt by the afflu
ent to exploit the naive honesty and
patriotism of the Dogpatchers: the satire
derives from the exaggerated conflict
between innocence and corrupt experi
ence, although one of the interesting and
unexpected features of Capp's work is
that innocence doesn't always win in the
end - i.e., the Dogpatchers are not senti
mentalized in the way we tend to expect
when reading anything as popular as Li'I
Abner.

It must be said, however, that one
needs to use a word like "dogged" , which
in some ways suggests Capp's worst
failing as a satirist. Like many other
people who have criticized him on these
grounds, r can see that the social ethos
of li'l Abner has become a little dated,
and that Capp hasn't changed his views
sufficiently to allow for changing times 

What I take to be the general charac
teristics of the strip may be illustrated
briefly by referring to the recent story
of the Lower Siobbovian ice-block industry
- Lower Siobbovia, as always, represent
ing Capp's alternative version of an in
credibly underprivileged community. The
sequence opened in a vein of light.
hearted fantasy, involving Mammy, Lone
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some Polecat, Hairless Joe, Captain Eddie
Ricketyback and the hairy-breasted Ginz
bird. But, as so often, the fantasy was
used to bring out Capp's pervasive social
theme. The eventual result of all the comic
manoeuvring was that the ice of Lower
Slobbovia became impregnated with
Kickapoo Joy Juice from Dogpatch, and
so, for the first time ever, the country
became valuable. For a while the natives
were simply content to eat it themselves
("Slobbovian homes ain't fit to live in 
but they TASTE greatl!"), but the joy of
their newly acquired utopia was upset by
the arrival of Miss Anita Iceberg, who
had just become the first Siobbovian to
graduate from the Harvard School of
Business Administration. Being a Siobbo
vian, of course, she had nothing to sell,
until she hit on the brilliant idea of seil
ing the country itself to American child
ren, for consumption as ice-blocks.
One can see in this, by the way, Capp's
characteristic habit of ridiculing the
interfering naivety of young university
graduates, but once her campaign had
been instituted, the Siobbovians became
rich as American entrepreneurs moved
in and began to buy up the previously
worthless Siobbovian ice. But, of course,
their joy cannot last long: the closing
panels of the story show great machines
gradually eating into Siobbovia until the
whole populace is crowded onto one
small iceberg. Their pleas for mercy are
ignored as the capitalists come for the
last load, leaving the Slobbovians bereft
of their native land - such as it was 
to swim for their lives.
I think this fairly obvious case makes
the point well enough: in U'I Abner the
humour and fantasy of the story are used
as a thin cover for the author's under
lying bitterness. Looked at from this
point of view, we can see that he is offer
ing a parody of the exploitation of the
poor by the rich - it is as simple as
that. Like so many satirists, he uses
ridicule, brought out by exaggeration, as
his main weapon, and the limited form of
the comic strip gives him tremendous
scope to bring out the absurdity of his
situations, once he has taken them be

yond their "logical" conclusions. On the
other hand, by eschewing realism in his
drawings, Capp does leave it open for
people to read him merely on the level
of comic fantasy, and perhaps this is part
of the explanation for his popularity.
But even so, one still expects the happy
ending, which his pervasive bitterness
doesn't always allow him to provide. The
simple virtues of the poor do not inevit
ably emerge triumphant. Thus, in the
story cited, the Siobbovians become rich
by selling their land, but then they have
nowhere to live. Then the iceberg comes
floating by, but they are not "saved", be
cause it happens to be guarded by an
armed Eskimo who won't allow them on:
"Hey!! How much you want for that
chonk of ice?"
"How much you got ?"
(Happily) "Price is no object. We got
a HUNDRED MILLION!!"
"What a quincidence.
price."

THAT'S my

Back in Dogpatch, Li'l Abner reads the
story in a newspaper, and Daisy Mae
makes the closing comment:
"Pore souls!' They ended up as
busted as ever - and wif a country
just as rotten as th' OLD one."
So the poor are exploited by the poor ,
and the story ends on this distinctly bit
ter note. Capp, in his way, is too much
the realist to provide the reassuringly
happy ending we had expected. Yet this
can hardly be calculated to "make the
people feel fine", and the problem of his
success rema ins.
This story seems to me to illustrate the
basic theme and the characteristic method
of U'I Abner although within his estab
lished framework Capp's satire is per
haps more wide-ranging than my sum
mary might suggest. He has the eye of
the revue artist for amusing topical de
tail , which he can fit into the general
scheme of his stories. Thus, when he
burlesqued the Dr. Strangelove situation,
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we find his basic preoccupations vaned
in a number of amusing ways. The con
stant alert system is ridiculed when Basil
Ratbone (a mouse) accidently presses
the button which fires the I.C.B.M. at
Moscow. Yet the next panel shows the
Whitehouse, with the back of a famil iar
figure behind a desk:
"Doesn't anybody pay attention to
what I say around here? I TOLD you
not to leave any unnecessary lights
on. Look at that red one!!"

"Then there CAN'T be anybody there.
THAT'S THE SPOT."
The situation is the familiar one. A
rich, unfeeling government is exploiting
the misfortunes of the underprivileged,
this time in such an extreme way that
even those in power have a few doubts 
but of a very special kind. And within
the wider framework Capp is able to intro
duce another favourite theme , corruption
in high places. Senator Phogbound dis
covers the plot:

(Gasp) "It's only supposed to be on
when the 'bomb' was released."

"DOGPATCH? Them is MAH people!! "

The comment on L.B.J.'s electrical
economy drive is nicely timed, as is the
presentation of the Russian political
scene when they answer the President's
emergency call on the "hot line " .
Another familiar figure, this time a little,
bald, fat man wearing overalls, is scrub
bing the floor, and when the 'phone rings
he makes an involuntary movement to
answer it. At which a tall, dark man
with bushy eyebrows shouts:

"Th' FINEST kinda people . People
what votes fo' ME!!"

"You've forgotten AGAIN Mr. EX
chairman!! Answering the hot line is
my job now!!"
But for all the comedy of this, the
major theme soon reasserts itself. World
war is avoided when the Americans di
vert their missile back onto their own
country:
"Relax, Moscow!!
Our bomb isn't
going to leave the U.S.A. We've
changed its course. It will circle and
DROP on us!!"
"That's nice!! Call again sometime .
How's the wife?"
The problem then becomes where to
let it drop. Inevitably the president's mili
tary advisers find Dogpatch on the map:
"The government has never collected
any money from Dogpatch, and Dog
patch has never ASKED for money!!"
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"Are there PEOPLE in Dogpatch?"

Thus, it is suggested that Dogpatch really
ought to be saved - on the sole ground
that the senator would lose his elector
ate. One sees here the traditional satiri 
cal device of false logic, which Capp
allows to continue even further. It is de
cided to save Dogpatch, but it can't be
done, for as even Senator Phogbound
agrees, the fact that a bomb is about to
be dropped on the U.S. is "one of our
top military secrets", and naturally no
body can be told - even the prospective
victims .
So it is decided that at least their last
days should be made happy by a rush
aid-programme, and Capp sets off on
another amusing hobby-horse:
" It' ll cost 100 million to rush THAT
many prefabricated homes and swim
ming pools to Dogpatch. Where will we
get the money?"
"We could slice it off this BILLION
we're sending to the new Republic of
Kanibal i."
" Okay! But if it ever gets out that
we're giving THAT kind of money to
AMERICANS, it'll be a SCANDAL!!"
That is, Capp is back on his theme of
foreign aid, which was played up so suc
cessfully in the musical version of Li'l
Abner. He continues:
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"All that expens ive stuff is being sent
to
underprivileged
foreigners,
no
doubt?"
"Wrong!! It's being given to under
privileged Americans!! "
"THAT'S UNAMERICAN!!"
And later, when it arrives in Dogpatch:
"It's all yours - compliments of the
U.S. Government."
" OH, HAPPY DAY!!
Us mere U.S.
citizens is bein' treated as nice as fur
rin savages."
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One can certainly feel the bitterness
behind this, although in many ways it is
still the bitterness of the pre-war Ameri
can isolationist. Yet within the frame
work of the general fantasy, the point is
nicely taken, while the comic exaggera
tion of the drawing allows Capp to retain
a lighter vein than the words alone sug
gest. And it is certainly true that for the
rest of the sequence it is comedy that
predominates. There is a brilliantly drawn
burlesque of Yale men and Vassar women
deciding to do their patriotic duty by
livening up the Dogpatchers' last days.
The final tragedy is averted when the
bomb lands in a fresh vat of Kickapoo
Joy Juice - and promptly dissolves. But
even so, the happy ending is given a
characteristic twist. The final panel

shows the desolate Dogpatch landscape,
with the rich Yales and Vassars rejecting
their former friends, on the grounds that
they no longer need help - which is true,
if one can accept the del iberately false
logic of the proposition that the bomb was
Dogpatch's only problem. But as always,
one has to remember the drawing itself,
brilliantly contrived to show the economic
contrast between the two groups, in order
to see how Capp's inflexible social con
science has complicated the apparently
happy ending.
But for all this, the researcher's prob
lem remains the same: how to explain
the continuing popularity of Li'l Abner,
particularly in countries outside America.
Capp's own theory of comedy, I think,
leaves too much unexplained, while
the strip's political complexity would sug
gest that many members of its audience
are probably no more than half aware
that it has anything to do with social or
political events at all. On the other hand ,
many inte llectuals have objected to the
rather dated attitudes that Capp still re
tains, while still others have found them
selves bored by the fairly obvious, and
sometimes quite crude kind of punitive
satire that he has always employed - the
more sophisticated Pogo seems to be
more to their taste .
One can't, of course, provide any
answers. Meanwhile, for me at least, the
fascination of the strip itself remains.
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My adopted daughter is in her first year at school, which puts me in touch with an
interesting sub-culture. She brings home some curious lore. 'If you have a pain, ring up
Jesus and he'll come and put it right' is in a familiar idiom. 'When they die and go to
heaven, boys become girls and girls become boys' is more esoteric and a fascinating
instance of what Browning called:
God's task to make the heavenly period
Perfect the earthen.
But the great discovery has been obscenity. 'Let's shout rude words!' little friends
hail each other over the telephone, and the wires give off blue sparks for the next five
minutes. The range of 'language' is impressive. Gone is the chastity of the learned pun
of middle-infancy, when three Monash senior lecturers could be entertained with a play
on THESES and FAECES. (The disgust with which quantities of inscribed paper habit
ually fills me was suddenly illuminated.) Now excretory and sexual obscenities pour out
together in glorious profusion, and even the deity may be fearlessly threatened with
crude physical indignities. The active vocabulary of these children is much larger than
mine; but then for me, with myoid-fashioned South Welsh lower middle class up
bringing, Anglo-Saxon terms remain stubbornly Old English, and the most notorious of
four-letter words irretrievably literary in associations. From behind the playroom door
come snatches of the underground, parodic versions of those saccharine little songs.
The vitality of five to six years old, throwing off the yoke of ancient servitude, issues
spontaneously and brilliantly in this poetry. There is something joyous and celebratory
about it all.
Are we in danger of sacrificing something precious, if we drag into the hygienic
light of reason every traditional focus of shame? Our civilised aesthetic appreciation
of the Nude, so one line of argument runs, depends on our continuing to wear clothes.
Maybe we should campaign to keep the obscenity in pornography. Would childhood
lose its zest if there were no adult suppressions to be defied? There is some reason to
believe that laughter would be heard less often if the extent of our psychic unease was
much reduced. The day of reckoning will come when Australian house agents cease to
hurry prospective buyers past what they now call 'the toilet', and when every house
hold keeps its erotica beside the cook-books, Van der Velde and the Hegelers at the
skirts of Mrs. Beaton, where they properly belong. (A good library of cookery books has
its own peculiar delights. How many a happy hour have I spent reading up elaborate
untried recipes - usually foreign - in anticipation of some special occasion, and look
ing at the glossy, de luxe illustrations that often justify the more expensive of such
publications - only to sink ignominiously away to boil an egg, convicted in my soul
of being no true hausfrau. I expect you, too, know that reaction to a cosy browse
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through Krafft-Ebing: a sick horror at the extremely sinister implications of one's own
repressed state. As the poet said:
Any man has to, needs to, wants to
Once in a lifetime, do a girl in.
You've never felt the urge? Good God! . long ago and far away, there was a Welsh
proverb current in the D. H. Lawrence controversy which, being translated, ran: 'It is
morally better for a woman to reach a man's heart through his stomach than through
his loins.' The thought inspires awe even now.
Groping among the books I've set aside for my daughter's emancipation from what
Edith Wharton called 'abysmal innocence', I have come upon a copy of the second
Penguin edition of LADY CHATTERLEY'S LOVER, with Richard Haggart's introduction.
I did not know I possessed it. Flicking through the pages, I see that Haggart calls this
passage - not, of course, by Lawrence - 'obscene, dreadfully obscene':
She was lying quite still now, her arms pressed to her sides and her ankles kinda
twisted together. Only her breasts rose and fell because of the fight we'd had ...
Then she whispered, 'Luke, say "please"? And she arched her body just a little as
she said that, like a cat wanting to be stroked.
Well, brother, that's something I've never said to a dame in my life. Never say
'please' and never say 'sorry' - it's against the rules.
'No baby', I said. 'You asked for it - and you're going to get it',
She didn't move. She just lay there, looking at me. Her negligee was torn already,
so I leaned forward and ripped the rest of it from her body. She gave a little cry, but
still she didn't move. She kept her arms and legs as still as ram rods.
Well, brother, now it was all the other way round. It was my turn to go crazy. She
didn't attempt to struggle. She just lay there stiff and supine, challenging me by her
immobility. She tensed her muscles, resisting me that way, passively. I grabbed her
wrists, trying to get her arms above her head. But every time I'd got them up, she'd
bring them down again. So I grabbed a couple of neck-ties and tied her wrists to the
top of the bedpost - and she didn't try to stop me.
... She was staring at me in a kinda delicious terror. 'Oh, no, Luke,' she moaned.
'Please, no ... no.'
Suddenly she began to twist and wriggle with her legs and body, as much as she
could , being half tied up. But I grabbed her by the waist and held her tight and still
.. And suddenly she didn't struggle any more.
'Cut me loose, Luke,' she sobbed in a kinda frenzy of passion. 'Cut me loose.'
But I didn't. I had her, just as she was.
(Luke Paradise, The Corpse Wore Nylon.)
How seriously can we take this? The considerable comic potentialities of the episode
are not admitted for an instant. The technique is almost engagingly transparent: the
glib pseudo-toughness of the reiterated 'kinda'; the stock use of 'grabbed'; the exagger
ated man-te-rnan approach, 'Well brother . .'; the heightening of the brutality through
contrast with the terms of a sentimental politeness. The sense of 'nastiness' has surely
been deliberately CUltivated; for what actually happens is overlaid with a fantasy that
repels, yet also has the attraction of the forbidden. The author plays on the guilt
feelings which are inextricably linked with sexual experience, for so many, and offers
release frnm them in blatant defiance of conventional MORES. Those twisted ankles,
which anticipate the binding of the wrists, are not the result of any external force: the
girl acquiesces in being tied up and welcomes her own violation; 'rape' is an inappro
priate word here, though the trappings are arranged to suggest it. And that business of
refusing to say 'please' or 'sorry' identifies the prepubertial stage of experience fur
which the adult man is compensating. one sees the rebellious small boy in his Sunday
suit, being shown off by his mother in grown-up company and denying the silly woman
the meaningless sop she demands.
She kept her legs and arms as sti II as ram rods.
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There's nothing new in the representation of Love as a man of war. The opposition
between this pair can be interpreted in terms of the natural polarity of male and female,
reduced to packaged goods with their regulation labels: 'Male - aggressive', Female
- passive, or masochistic, with the treacherousness of the weak'. Certainly the game
they are playing has recognised rules; and the woman caresses the man with his
Christian name, even as she protests. But the association of the weapon of war with
the woman's limbs - 'ram rods' is probably the most potent phrase in the extract 
remains startling.
Sometimes, in confused moments between dream and waking, the subversive
thought insinuates itself that our discipleship to Charcot, Freud and the rest has been
carried too far. Do we move through forests of phallic symbols, or slight the indepen
dent existence of trees - and lakes, and caves - when we assimilate them to our
sexual fantasies? More pertinently, as they are indubitably man-made, are all those
church spires and domes evasive expressions of a sexual subconsciousness? We may
think that way in our generation because we've no other resource in our search for
values, no other discipline of pilgrimage and aspiration, than eroticism. (Lawrence illus
trates the thesis in WOMEN IN LOVE.) The view that political activity and professional
ambition are devices of the sexually frustrated (let's have no nonsense about the pos
sibility of sublimation!) has a good deal on its side; but it is reversible and can rebound
on the mentally lazy who prefer to let sexual activity compensate for social and profes
sional frustrations. You can hardly expect a single woman of middle age, vulnerable to
the alternative temptations of overvaluing her state (through false pride) or under
valuing it (through vain regret), to give a final endorsement to either philosophy; now
one, and now the other, is useful in temporarily settling those fundamentally irrec
oncilable conflicts that enliven existence for us all.
It IS an old-fashioned bed, with bed-posts; the struggle to escape, alternating
with supine frigidity, suggests the Victorian bride. Luke Paradise, it seems, is a nostal
gic writer. If the frigidity is itself hostile, a primitive code of justice will condone the
man's hostile response and let him enjoy playing executioner to his victim. Tragedies
have been written about the 'natural' opposition between the sexes. Yet we've no
experience of nature in pure isolation from social conditioning; such conditioning in
itself natural. Is it the importation into the sexual context of originally non-sexual
motives that turns Hoggart's little example of pornography into obscenity? The literature
of a half-society, man-to-man or woman-to -woman, is in secession, protecting itself
from the criticism of the unlike; it is a testimony of insecurity. The need for the
obscenity may be desperate: for a moment . in the bedroom, the individual man escapes
from the general truth of his impotence to enjoy a sense of power, of mastery over the
other life that confronts him, that no other situation in this world affords him. Can it
be that luke Paradise is battling against the whole power-centred society which regu
lates all relationships on the model of tyrant and slave, Pozzo and Lucky roped to
gether?
It takes a slave to make a tyrant. I was asked to write an article on the posi
tion of women in Australia. Looking round at the Australian women, tied by the
bed-clothes
to the
home-laundry and washing-machine, who have told me
that woman's place is in the kitchen and that the care of children is not a man's
business, I thought it better to avoid the subject. Whatever LE VICE ANGLAIS may
be, I have come to suspect that the Australian vice is an over-developed female
masochism; or, perhaps, a morbidly extreme sexual polarity. (We are back at the
Australian party, after all.) I think of one of the more successful European mar
riages of my acquaintance, between a lesbian novelist and a historian of sexual aber
rations, and then once more of that infantile pie-in-the-sky: 'Boys become girls and
girls become boys'. There's some kind of lesson to be discovered here, and in obscene
literature, too, if we bother more about studying it than censoring it.
The lesson in store for me is, undoubtedly, of the folly of having any regard for
editorial instructions. I have no intention of bookmg my passage home; I shall stay,
cringing, a willing victim, in my office, wondering a little from which trade union the
assault will come: those nice long-haired young men, or those sternly, but elegantly,
breeched and booted young women .•.•
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MEMORABILIA
u

Loose yourself within a pattern 's
mastery ...."
(Zinsen to Hart Crane)

• •

Soft voices murmured through a flicker
ing glade,
After trees rang with laughter
- and that was an age ago 
Caught you, quietly smiling, sliding
Into the sun and leaf-glimmering shade.

A mosaic sunlight clock sl ipped through
trees ,
Soundlessly over dead leaves:
For time, forgetting itself
Somewhere that afternoon, had left
Quiet, caught in a sunbeam filigree.

And afternoon when senses coalesce,
When violet in a bird's-wing,
Shadow on the forest floor,
Recalls the shadow on a curving cheek,
And a wisp of leaves echo a quietness.

PAUL MARRIOTT
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Fifteen, five and ten days, fifteen the
same number I always see on my limit
ing screen mind as nand 0 followed by
a round dot signifying a fu ll stop, as the
number of paces, which are small steps
not much more than putting a stockinged
toe, heel to toe, covered in three up and
back and up lengths of this pinching
boot cell: and three-quarters (I see an
apple and a Nun with rimless glasses
before an alphabet blackboard), of the
total of years and days and meals, that
is my age. Heel to toe, heel to toe, heel
toe, tick tock, tick tock, sounds like a
clock walking on mechanical, precision
made feet without stockings, time away,
away to where we have to run to hear
the tocking and the ticking, for we can
not live by merely count ing pulse beats,
because they vary. Time goes faster in
fever and fear and waltzes than in sleep,
when years may pass in a sigh ; but we
strive to know how, precisely how long
it took that last second to pass and to
teach ourselves to ant ic ipate the next
pump pulse second; the result being we
live off-beat, which is not effective or
affective or good, because the sales sound
queer unless you are hot, and then the
rhythm becomes the melody. But I am
not hot, and my heel -to-toe ing is off-beat
between the two end walls of my screen 
mind-cell.
Eliot's present and past are both here
with me, prophesying in each grubby
white line of mortar between the bricks
gone shiny with use, that make white
sand on the floor and catch specks of
light, and make me feel like God looking
at all the stars from above, when you
run your finger along them; if your finger
is long and thin enough to reach to the
sand that is, because you are not the first
even when you feel like God. The floor is
dead, of course; just like it used to be
at home in the bathroom; and when you
powdered yourself unde r the arms and on
the chest then the powder would be white
on the floor and the sharp -lined feet
would appear when you walked to the
door to put your powder back in your
toilet bag, with Paris, Rome and New York
written on it in black over red. But the
floor would be black again j ust as soon
as Mother found out; black as the funny
mat we found at the tip and salvaged
until it stained the bathroom floor.
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Black and dead like the jury foreman's
suit, black and dead. He probably did not
powder himself, so his mother would not
have to clean up the floor, but really be
cause he liked his stink; he had to because
his mind stank too, and his mother could
not clean that with a wet mop. His mind
excreted a stinking verdict even after I
had told them they were wrong, in my
best relative visiting accent and manners
that I never drank so much as to hit girls,
although I threw a quo it at one in primary
school , which made all their bellies lump
up and down and more st inking sweat
stain their underarms. Then I led them
from the black court with its grey wigs
and leering, salivating, sexless mothers
and the sexless judge who was too old
to be my grandfather and too old to re
member his youth (which is true old age):
who had spite and status hieroglyphicised
across his collection of Danish Pottery
and who spent money to ease the con
science he had acquired from shiny
spined, uncut first editions.
You could see the blood on the phiz
of the big coppe r who was escorting
the dancing-bear and the shocked you
hit me look that a big slobby kid gets
on his face when a little slobby kid
throws something at him but does not run
away: and then he went vicious, protect
ing himself, and the harlot ladies in the
black courtroom with the shiny-spined
garbage-paved streets, and the camel
books, and the snotty kids on the
owner 's daughter in Madagascar, and the
proverbial raped sister who probably
prays for war, and everyone else that he
never thought of, and he punched my
nose flat. Then I spat a mouthful of
thick, white-flecked blood into the black
eyed face of a vulture reporter who has
probably been given a raise for excep
tional gallantry in the pursuit of headline
t ruth, and because he was able to make
Mr. and Mrs . S. U. Barb's mouths water
and ch ins dr ip, and their black little
hearts tap tap louder and pump pump
black blood around their stinking black
veins all in the face of such a public
menace.
Then they locked the heavy gates in
my flat face because I spat more gore
at the sunlight shining on the tram tracks
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and the piece of vinegar-stained news
paper in the gutter beside the orange
peel , and the crooked stocking seams
and the white shoes with dark dresses
whose feet look as big as mine only I
never wear high heels , and the green
grass behind the steeple of the church
across the road that must have been put
there by a small bird who should not
be locked or startled with jam tin lids
on a piece of blac k cotton that clang
in the breeze. Then the cell door
clanged shut too, and I sat on the bed
and laughed at the rest of everything:
at the desks and trains and wet streets
and the pot-bellied, starving kids in the
streets of New Delhi, and the wire gate
bed making criss-cross patterns on my
behind, and the red tie my father used
to wear to church on Sundays and the
black car the priest used to drive and
the t ime my brother and J crashed on
dad's bike and bent it so badly you
could not wheel it, and my brother landed
up a tree. But I laughed with dry eyes
and black, and the little muscle in my
cheek jumping, and the fellow in the
adjoining cell told me to shut my guts
and drop dead.
I wonder does the green grass behind
the church steeple count the heel-toe,
tapping, pumping time that becomes toe
heel and falls over itself and laughs
at the spittle on the black floor where
I missed the bucket? The grass is green,
a green you can touch and that leaves
a green stain in the corner of a cow's
mouth when she is in a paddock with a
good cover of clover, which is also green,
and it forms into a little stream and
dribbles and hangs and swings from her
mouth as she walks. You can walk in
grass and feel it between your toes, and
feel your heels become so green that you
have to wash them before you put on
your nylon socks, because otherwise they
will go hard and stink, and people will
wonder if you put your wh ite powder
on that morning and forget to smell their
own negating black bodies. Sheep like
grass because they can look white in it,
and lambs love it because it is soft and
they can jump in it when they have a
tight rubber ring on their tails and testes,
and they dislike it when you remove
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them from green because they become
very hungry. It makes me hungry, too,
although I am not a sheep, a cow or a
lamb. Some say it is silly that people
paint concrete green with a hairless
brush, but it is because you have to have
something green and it is better to have
painted concrete than starve without any
green at all, and there is an element of
creation in painting that mowing does
not have.
In Ireland the national colour is
grass without real snakes, but it would
still be green even with real snakes, be
cause the green is Ireland and there are
snakes at the bottom of everyone's gar
den in Ireland that are just as frighten
ing as real snakes in a black country.
Black snakes put me in gaol, and they
would not let me look at the grass, and
I want to touch grass with my feet and
watch a cow's green saliva swing to and
fro, but you cannot in here, because you
only have a bed that makes patterns on
your back and does not press your pants
during the night because you have only
one pair which are also pyjamas, and
a can in the corner to break the repeti
tive horizontals of the bed and to urinate
into and eat your meals on, and a light
in the ceil ing that does not set in the
west and make a city into a child's cut
out book of silhouettes which he then
pastes on to a thick blood board.
The sun is nearly twelve feet above
your head even when you stand on your
bed, but I wager you could not see the
roof if there is one, and that it has no
grass growing on it because birds are
easily afraid. I do not know if twelve
is a holy number or not, but you can
not jump twelve feet; anyway the alarm
would hear you and run down in his
black boots and threaten you with even
less water for dinner. Then he senses
that you really wanted company, so he
leaves you alone to survive the departure
of outs ide life however abhorrent, and
you are pleased but lonely, and then they
take away the grass and you are lonely
and then they take away the light and
you cry because this is worse than no
water for dinner.
The window, I can only touch it with
my soft hand from on top of my bed,

which becomes more useful when you
thi nk; but it is hard because they do not
give you a belt to keep your pants up
with, and it is hard to keep balanced
whi le trying to hold them , and degrad
ing to be climbing with your lower" half
naked because you do not receive any
shorts either, but it does not matter much
because the glass is opaque and has bars
across it. I want to touch some real
light that burns your nose when you
do not wear a hat, but not your mind.
Who cares about burnt noses and bent
bikes if you can tou ch light and stain
your heels with the green of spring?
It must be dark outside now, a thick
sump-oil dark that covers the tram 
tracks and the large feet with white
shoes and black priest's cars, because I
have heel-toed my cell length eighty
seven times since tea. Tea was fish and
five offensive ch ips that made the fish
blush and perspire and smell . Sounds
like rain , wet rain. It is funny how it
makes your pulse sound hard, like when
you are young and still believe in Santa
Claus and in bed and it is raining on the
t in-drum roof and there are noises in
the house and you think someone is com
ing up the passage on tip-toe with a
knife, who would not be if you had tiles,
and your eyes open up wide. I want to
feel rain patting on my head and rub it
on my face because rain is not salty
like tears. It is a long time since I cried
last, but I have twice cried in my stomach
since exercises: I must be getting melted
by that twelve-foot sun in the roof that
never sets.
Sunsets are soft like the grass, which
likes rain on it because it is cold and
healthy and perfectly round , and washes
the grey dust away. They or he, it is
funny how any others are they, did not
hear me cry in my stomach and they
will not hear me pull the bed. The
blue warden with his black boots and
water is probab ly asleep anyway, and
there are no buzzers like a hospital that
make a red light go on a switchboard
with hundreds of other buzzers and
lights, and an efficient nurse comes in
and is neat and clean. You can hold
on to the flap that should button across
your front and you will not go naked
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in the world and be off-beat. That is it,
now your left foot on top of the iron
bedstead above the white mortar powder;
funny how you hum a tune which refuses
to be remembered when you are scared,
which is like sacred only rearranged,
and you will fall. But I am not afraid
of falling and hurting myself, only of
being caught and stopped from feeling
the rain.
There are only four bars between me
and the absorbing rain, and I remember
my father's tie , and I can get my fist
through them, and his bent bike . . . .
now hit . . . . no, you will have to do
better than that; if you hit hard you will
not feel any pain and you will feel the
rain, but if you hit softly you will hurt
yourself and not even dent the glass ....
cannot dent glass .... and my brother
is up the tree crying and laughing, but
not in his stomach ... now! Blast my
foot . . . . do not cry, boy, you did not
hurt yourself very badly . He is com ing
up the black corridor . .. . and the blood ,
blood does not hurt, but it is red
.
yes, I know the glass is broken
and
the rain is coming in flying on the wind's
wi ngs, and it is shin ing black outside,
but the soft grass wi II be green and
clean because it likes rain and the sun
is beginn ing to set, and the sky is black
and the rain is running down the white
morta r paths and wash ing the black floor
white; white, and my mother is not going
to clean it up. Please let me touch the
rain, please I have to touch the rain.
The doctor is asleep I will not d ie; look,
the blood is mixing with the rain and
is on my face and running down my
chin and on to my chest, and it is cold
like the dark, and there is no more salt
and the dust is being washed off the
grass and the cows and the lambs wi II
like that and they will not be taken
away; see the rain, it is white on the
black floor and not red any more : see the
red blood, see, see, see the blood is pink
like a sunrise and the rain is pink, pink
like the blood , and it is not bleeding any
more and there is only water and it is
coming down the wall and running on to
the f loor . . . yes, I will come . . . the
grass is green and there is no more blood,
only water.
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THE BOND
David Griffiths

The Monash Students' Representa
tive Council is acutely aware of the
unethical basis upon which the
secondary studentship scholarship
scheme was originated and is admin
istered. As such it regards the fol
lowing comments of the McNair
Report of particular significance.
The comments were made in 1944
about a " pledge" system in vogue in
England, we know the system as a
"bond" system in Victoria and the
McNair comments are as vit ally rele
vant today as they were twenty-two
years ago:
The State has subsidised traming
for the profession of teaching for a
hundred years. It has never subsi
dised training for any profession in
the same way or to the same extent.
The main reason for the subsidy is
that the State is under an obligation
to secure the number of teachers
required to make effective the law of
compulsory school attendance. The
student who accepts the subsidy, that
is, grants to cover part of the cost of
his tuition and maintenance at a

training college or university, is re
quired before he enters upon his
course to sign a Declaration com
monly called the "Pledge", in which
he announces his intention to com
plete the course of training and there
after follow the profession of teaching,
and acknowledges that he takes ad
vantage of public funds in order to
qualify himself for the profession and
for no other purpose.
The earmarking of grants for prepar
ation for the teaching profession com
bined with the Declaration has the
effect of requiring young people to
commit themselves to teaching as a
profession while they are still at
school or are just leaving; and there
after there is a moral obligation on
them to adopt the profession. The
result may be harmless in the major
ity of cases, for large numbers of
young people choose a profession and
in effect commit themselves to it at
an early age. But there is no doubt
that some young people accept the
grants and commit themselves to
teaching, because, owing to the
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limited resources of their families and
the absence of an adequate system of
general scholarships, it is the only way
in which they can secure a high edu
cation. It is common knowledge, for
inst ance, that many students in re
ceipt of earmarked grants for the
recognized four-year course at uni
versities are not there because they
have freely chosen to be teachers but
because the Declaration and its
attendant grants offer them a chance
which would otherwise be denied to
them of obtaining a university edu
cation and particularly a university
degree.
We could examine this situation in
much greater detail and expose the
patently evil consequences which
grow from it in many directions. We
do not, however, think this is neces
sary . Everyone knows that the
present system brings a number of
unsuitable candidates into the profes
sion and that it involves in some
cases a moral strain which ought not
be imposed on young people. The
question is:-could the required num
ber of teachers be secured without
earmarked grants and the Pledge?
Our opinion is that, having regard
to the additional teachers who will
be required year by year until the
full scheme of reforms outlined in
the White Paper are in operation,
the Declaration could not be dis
pensed with unless:
(a) there were an adequate system
of general scholarships or grants,
involving no commitment to any
profession or occupation, which

covered both universities and
training colleges, or,
(b) the conditions of service, includ
ing the salaries , of teachers were
substantially improved.
We have already made recommenda
tions about conditions of service and
salaries. As regards an adequate
system of un-earmarked scholarships
or maintenance allowances we must
point out that, necessary as such pro
vision is, it would, if unaccompanied
by measures which made the teach
ing profession more attractive, result
in depressing recruitment to the pro
fession rather than improving it.
Young people with several possible
professions before them , for any of
which they can be prepared with the
aid of public grants, are not in large
numbers likely to choose teaching,
even if they have some inclination
towards it, unless it offers them
reasonably attractive prospects com
pared with the other professions. (1)
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T he "Ostrich Stud ent" buries himself in h is books .
He's very knowledgeable about yesterday's events, about the calculus that is
being taught, about the way they built bridges yesterday .
But what about today and to morrow?
The "Eagle Student" takes a bigger look at the world about him-he studies his
books, knows what happened yesterday and can appreciate better what is happen ing
today.
He reads The Herald to stay i nformed on what i s happen ing at home and overseas.
He knows who is fighting i n what War Zone in V ietnam , who's rising to power in
what political party, what laws are being passed to curb shop-l ifting in super
markets, what school teachers are be ing paid, who kicked the Winn ing goal on
Saturday.
The "Eagle-eyed Student " is alive with the happen ings of today, with the knowledge
of yesterday to appreciate it better.
Stay informed on today, to b ett er appreci at e the histo ry of tomorrow .
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LET'S DISCUSS CAREERS •••
CAREERS IN AUSTRALIA'S MINING
INDUSTRY WHICH OFFER UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY TO YOUNG MEN

....

Mining and Engineering. Positions
are available now, and opportunities
will continue to be created, for
graduates holding degrees in Mining
Engineering and Electrical and Mec
hanical Engineering at the Group's
present plants and for future
developments.
Geology. . Qualified Geologists will
be required to extend activities in
the field of Exploration as well as in
the operations of the Group's mines.
Metallurgists. The Broken Hill South
Limited Group requires qual ified
Metall urgists to enter the fields of
Research into Ore Dressing, Extrac
tive Metallurgy and Plant Operation.
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For further information
please write to
The Secretary,
Broken Hill South Limited,
Collins House,
360 Collins St., Melbourne,
Victoria.
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SOUTH LIMITED
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scretary,
Limited,
; House,
Ibourne,
Victoria.
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today's bright young men go where the opportunities are
The young man with an eye for
career opportu nities sees them in
abund ance at BHP. Here is
an indu stry with a product of
national importance, and an
expan sio n program of almost
breathtaking dimen sions. The se,
surely, are the ingredients for

ca reer opporturnues of the most
secure a nd exciting nature!
If you are a technical college or
university man inte rested in hear
ing just what BHP ha s to offer
you, phone the Staff Officer at
any BH P office for an appoint
ment to talk it over .

THE BROKEN H:lLL
PROPRIETARY CO. LTD•
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Legal and Accountancy
Textbooks

Way

as prescribed in the Faculty of Law

p

and Economics and Politics

Lot'

Monash University

Fe

are obtainable from

W,

The Law Book Company Limited
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456 LITTLE COLLINS STREET# MELBOURNE
PHONE 67 7888
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BANK

THE COMMERCIAL HANK
OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED
CHEQUE AND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

MONASH UNIVERSITY BRANCH
Eastern end of Union Building

EXTENDED SAVINGS BANK HOURS
Monday - Friday, 9.0 a.m. to 5 p.m .

TRADING BANK HOURS
Monday - Thursday, 9 .30 a.m . to 3 p.m .
Friday, 9 .30 a .m . to 5 p.m.
A full-time Travel Officer is in attendance to arrange local and overseas bookings.
&~83
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W.O.P.
Waverley Offset Printers
PRINTERS OF

Lot's Wife, Catalyst,
Fashion Pictorial,
Waverley Gazette,
etc.

j

RAILWAY PARADE,
GLEN WAVERLEY
PHONE 232 6066

Look for this W orId Famous brand on the
back of the Greeting Cards you buy - - 
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Ingersoll-

No. 1 of a series
All over the world the paper industry is a progress industry and in Australia A.P.M.
Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd. - is right up with world leaders in introducing new
manufacturing techniques. 0 The modern Inverform board-forming equipment and board·
coating plant installed at A.P.M.'s Petrie Mill near Brisbane are examples of the company's
progressive policy and continuing vigorous drive to develop new top-quality grades of papers
and paperboards for modern packaging. 0 The Inverform technique introduced to Australia
at Petrie is also being incorporated in the new mill A.P.M. is building at Spearwood, near
Fremantle in Western Australia and on a new high-speed board machine in Victoria. 0 Every
pound spent on an A.P.M. product is an investment in Australia's industrial progress.
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SUCCESS
STORY.
It begins here -

• •

right at the site

where the Ingersoll-Rand
DRILLMASTER is in action.

OR
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Its success is written in the
profit c o lu m n s of our customers' ledgers .
It is measured in lower cost per foot
of hole in higher tonnage per shift
, in lower operating and maintenance
c ost s in higher availability.
This same su ccess story is also
reflected by the number of
DRILLMASTER units in the field 
all
o ver Australia .
Compare DRILLMASTER performance
w ith any other rig yo u 've e ver seen .
W ith the I-R Downhole drill you can put
down as much as 200 feet (61 m .) or
more of 6 1/2 in c h (165 mm.) hole per shift .
And the harder the rock, the deeper
the hole, the greater the sav ings will
be. To start your DRILLMASTER
success story , get in tou ch w it h
Ingersoll-Rand (Australia) Pty. Ltd.

series
A.P.M.
ucing new
md board
company's
; of papers
) Australia

vood, near
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Ingersoll-Rand
( Australia) Pl y. Lui.
Head Office: 42 Moray St., Sout h Melbourne.
Also at Sydney, Brisbane, Acielaids , Perth,
Hoba rt, Canberra and New castle.
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IMPERIAL
MESSENGER
first~eJ!er

low cost
portable typewriter with
BIG machine features)
stability, performancel
Other port a bles may look some thing similar
10 the stylish Im per ial Messenger-but th at's
as far as the comparison goes. Messenger's
cris p, light, positive touch, rock-like stabil ity,
and imp ressive lin e-up of big-mac hine adva n
tages ma ke it unique in the po r tab le field.
T ry it. Co mpare the ease; the feat ures; the
price. Messenger comes through with "hon
ours " every time!

Obtain full details
TOD AY f r om . . .

SPECIAL KEYBOARDS
m A(OC)~mmm
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If you r work is of a specialized nature

(jou rnalism , medicine, m athemati cs, lan g
uages, etc.), rem ember, specia l keyboar ds
ca n be fitted to the versatile Messenger,
of ten at no ext ra cos t.

GEO. RAITT

&:

CO. PTY. LTD.

15 McKillop Street, Melbourne . Teleph one: 67 705 1

IBM
OFFERS EMPI.OYMENT WITH:
• high job satisfaction
• opportunity to use your ability
• good salary
• further professional training
Phone or write to:-

Dr. F. H. Barr-David,
IBM Australia Pty. Limited,
173 Fitzroy Street,
St. Kilda - Telephone 94 0501
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HOME SAVINGS
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today!
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Government Home Savings
Grant of £1 for every £3 or $2
for every $6 saved (maximum
Grant £250 or $500), your sav
ings should now be in account
styled "Home Savings Ac
count. "
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THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF VICTORIA
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you don't drink?
THEN WHY THE HEl L
SHOULD YOU BOTHER
TO GO TO THE

NOTTING HILL HOTEL
For All Your Pre-lecture
Entertainment

;J

JUST
PRICED

30

SECONDS

FROM

COU NTER· LUNCHES,

STUDENTS

THE UNIVERSiTY IN
RELAXING

BEER

FERNTREE GULLY ROAD .
GARDEN

AND

LOW·

LOUNGE

WELCOME !
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TIME
THE WEEKLY MAG AZI NE

SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER TO
UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS
52 issues 56" ..
News of the world at your fingertips
Prepare no w fo r y our fo rth com ing career by tak ing ad vantage
of Time 's special off erl
You' ll find TIME - th e WEE KLY
NEWSMAGAZINE as indis p e ns a b le to your work and d aily life ,
a s do the mo st influe ntia l men in the worl d tod ayl As a
stud e nt yo u ar e e ntitle d to the low es' ra te offe red anyone for
a TIME s ub scr ip tio n. Sub scr ibe toda y and e nj o y TIME'S crisp,
cleer, accurate reporting of the week 's sig ni ficant ev ents i n: 
Intern a tion al Affa ir ,
Bus in e ss
Pre ss
U.S. Ne ws

Me dici n e
Sports
Sci ence
Th e atre

Art
Book s
Cinem a
Mu sic

If you ar e a Un iv e rsity Student and have not previously
s ub sc ri b e d 10 TIME fill in thi, coupon a n d send to:
TIME-LIFE INTERNATIONAL (AUST.) PTY.
22-30 BRIDGE STREET, SYDNEY

FACUlT y

LTD.
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STUDENT IDENTITY No . .
YEAR Of GRADU An ON .
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MONASH UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP
will be glad to obtain any book that is in
print and available and not in stock.

